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Abstract
The amount of text data produced in science, finance, social media, and medicine is growing
at an unprecedented pace. The raw text data typically introduces major computational and analytical obstacles (e.g., extremely high dimensionality) to data mining and machine learning algorithms.
Besides, the growth in the size of text data makes the search process more difficult for information
retrieval systems, making retrieving relevant results to match the users’ search queries challenging.
Moreover, the availability of text data in different languages creates the need to develop new methods to analyze multilingual topics to help policymakers in governmental and health systems to make
risk decisions and to create policies to respond to public health crises, natural disasters, and political
or social movements. The goal of this thesis is to develop new methods that handle computational
and analytical problems for complex high-dimensional text data, develop a new query expansion approach to enhance the performance of information retrieval systems, and to present new techniques
for analyzing multilingual topics using a translation service.
First, in the field of dimensionality reduction, we develop a new method for detecting and
eliminating domain-based words. In this method, we use three different datasets and five classifiers
for testing and evaluating the performance of our new approach before and after eliminating domainbased words. We compare the performance of our approach with other feature selection methods.
We find that the new approach improves the performance of the binary classifier and reduces the
dimensionality of the feature space by 90%. Also, our approach reduces the execution time of the
classifier and outperforms one of the feature selection methods.
Second, in the field of information retrieval, we design and implement a method that integrates words from a current stream with external data sources in order to predict the occurrence
of relevant words that have not yet appeared in the primary source. This algorithm enables the
construction of new queries that effectively capture emergent events that a user may not have anii

ticipated when initiating the data collection stream. The added value of using the external data
sources appears when we have a stream of data and we want to predict something that has not yet
happened instead of using only the stream that is limited to the available information at a specific
time. We compare the performance of our approach with two alternative approaches. The first
approach (static) expands user queries with words extracted from a probabilistic topic model of the
stream. The second approach (emergent) reinforces user queries with emergent words extracted from
the stream. We find that our method outperforms alternative approaches, exhibiting particularly
good results in identifying future emergent topics.
Third, in the field of the multilingual text, we present a strategy to analyze the similarity
between multilingual topics in English and Arabic tweets surrounding the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.
We make a descriptive comparison between topics in Arabic and English tweets about COVID-19
using tweets collected in the same way and filtered using the same keywords. We analyze Twitter’s
discussion to understand the evolution of topics over time and reveal topic similarity among tweets
across the datasets. We use probabilistic topic modeling to identify and extract the key topics of
Twitter’s discussion in Arabic and English tweets. We use two methods to analyze the similarity
between multilingual topics. The first method (full-text topic modeling approach) translates all text
to English and then runs topic modeling to find similar topics. The second method (term-based
topic modeling approach) runs topic modeling on the text before translation then translates the top
keywords in each topic to find similar topics. We find similar topics related to COVID-19 pandemic
covered in English and Arabic tweets for certain time intervals. Results indicate that the term-based
topic modeling approach can reduce the cost compared to the full-text topic modeling approach and
still have comparable results in finding similar topics. The computational time to translate the terms
is significantly lower than the translation of the full text.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The massive growth in the amount of text available and the need for fast preprocessing,
retrieving, and analyzing multilingual text has led to an interest in developing methods to handle
the inherited challenges in text data. Raw text data typically introduces major computational
and analytical obstacles (e.g., extremely high dimensionality) to data mining and machine learning
algorithms. The unprecedented growth in raw text data is making the retrieval process more difficult.
The information retrieval system needs to filter a massive amount of text data to return a set of
results that match a users’ search query. This problem becomes more significant when using a
static query to filter the data from high-volume, high-velocity, real-time sources. Moreover, the
availability of text data in different languages introduces significant challenges (e.g., hiring people
with language skills) to the analysis process, which make it extremely complex and costly. The goals
of this dissertation are to develop a method that handles computational and analytical problems
for complex high-dimensional text data, develop a new query expansion approach to enhance the
performance of information retrieval systems, and present new techniques for analyzing multilingual
topics using a translation service.
The first research topic in our thesis focuses on developing a method to detect and eliminate
domain-based words for text preprocessing to handle high dimensionality problems in the text data.
Removing words that are not informative enough is a crucial storage-saving technique in text indexing and results in improved computational efficiency. Typically, a generic stop word list is applied to
a dataset regardless of the domain. However, many common words are different from one domain to
another but have no significance within a particular domain. Eliminating domain-specific common
1

words in a corpus using our method result in reduces the dimensionality of the feature space, and
improves the performance of binary classification.
The second research topic of our thesis focuses on enhancing the performance of the information retrieval system using streaming data. Information retrieval systems typically use query
expansion techniques to enhance the initial user query, e.g., by adding inflected forms, cognates,
and related words manually retrieved from the text. [87, 88]. In this research, we propose a novel
query expansion technique that addresses the challenges of analyzing data from high-volume, highvelocity social media streams. We develop a query expansion technique that integrates words from
the current stream with external data sources to predict the occurrence of relevant words that have
not appeared in the stream yet. The external data sources enrich user queries with words that do
not appear in the stream yet but are highly correlated with emergent words in the existing stream.
By adding these words, our system can construct queries that capture emergent events that were
not anticipated when initiating the data collection stream.
The third research topic of our thesis focuses on analyzing the similarity of topics in multilingual text using semantic similarity for two languages (English and Arabic) during the COVID-19
pandemic within three months using tweets collected in the same way and filtered using the same
keywords. We utilizes topic modeling with Google translation API and compares two methods for
identifying common-language topics with a translation happening at different step in each method
(full-text topic modeling, term-based topic modeling). The full-text topic modeling translate the
entire text from one language to another, then run LDA on the translated text. The term-based
topic modeling run LDA on the text before translation, then use a translation service to translate the
LDA words from one language to another. The results indicate that the term-based topic modeling
approach is much cost-efficient than the full-text topic modeling approach and still have comparable
results in finding similar topics.

1.1

Thesis Statement
The goal of this thesis is to provide methods for effective text preprocessing, retrieving,

and analyzing multilingual text to solve different challenges inherent in the text data. We have designed and implemented novel methods for reducing text dimensionality through text preprocessing,
improving the performance of the information retrieval system through dynamic query expansion
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over streaming data, and analyzing the similarity of multilingual text through topic modeling and
translation service. For the dimensionality reduction method, we investigate the hypothesis that
eliminating the domain-based words in a corpus can reduce the dimensionality of the feature space
and enhance the performance of text mining tasks. A major contribution of this method is that we
provide evidence to show that our method is capable of extracting domain-based words in different
datasets and that it is able to reduce the dimensionality of the corpus by 90%. For the query expansion, the key hypothesis we investigate is that the proposed query expansion method can detect
emergent events in streaming data and enrich the query with novel words from an external source.
A major contribution of this method is that we give evidence that our query expansion methods
can enhance the performance of the information retrieval and significantly improve the quality of
search queries by adding more relevant words. Also by using an external data source, we show that
the proposed methods more efficient than the static query expansion method. For an automated
multilingual text analysis, the key hypothesis we investigate is that the proposed methods (full-text
topic modeling, term-based topic modeling) in addition to topic modeling can find the similarity
between multiple languages. A major contribution of this work is that we give evidence that using
term-based method can reduce the cost of the translation process and translation execution time.

1.2

Research Contribution
In this thesis, we develop novel methods to enhance the performance of the text mining

tasks of binary classification, information retrieval, and multilingual text analysis. In this chapter,
we provide a summary of our contributions.

Accelerating Text Mining Using Domain-Specific Stop Word Lists
We present a novel mathematical approach for detecting domain-specific words called the
hyperplane-based approach. This new approach depends on the notion of low dimensional representation of the word in vector space and its distance from the hyperplane, where the domain-specific
words are defined as the words with the shortest distance from the separating hyperplane. The
performance of the proposed approach is quantified by the accuracy and the execution time of five
classifiers: (1) Naive Bayes, (2) Random Forest, (3) Logistic Regression, (4) Thunder SVM, and (5)
CART. This approach is validated using 138 sub-corpora from three datasets (Hansard Speeches,
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IMDB Movie Review, and Pubmed). Also, it is compared with two feature selection approaches,
namely χ2 and MI. For each feature selection method including the hyperplane-based approach and
each corpus, various word elimination percentages are considered to find the optimal elimination
percentage for each classifier and approach. The hyperplane-based approach generally improves the
performance of the classifier and it achieved comparable performance with the χ2 and MI. However,
our experiments indicate that qualitatively the eliminated words significantly differ from other approaches. In addition, the method is more robust to the erroneous elimination of important words.
The performance of our approach varies with respect to the classifier and the elimination percentages. For example, the Naive Bayes classifier presented the best improvement of accuracy before and
after the elimination using our approach, and the optimal elimination percentage per our approach
is 90% for all datasets. Finally, the proposed approach plays a key role in reducing the dimensionality of the corpus, which means reducing the classification execution time. The implementation of
the hyperplane-based approach in different datasets is straight-forward and merging the hyperplane
based-domain words with other feature selection domain words is a future research direction.

Enriching Query Expansion Using External Data Source
We present a novel approach for expanding search queries called the proactive query expansion method. This new method depends on adding novel words to the search query from an
external data source, where the words are chosen using either nearest neighbor words or highest
frequency words to each word that appears in the five LDA topics and DEC words. Two major
experiments were performed: (1) We compared the performance of our proposed query expansion
methods: method2 (i.e., query expansion using LDA and DEC), method3 and 4 (i.e., query expansion using LDA, DEC and historical data) with the reference model (i.e., method1, query expansion
using LDA). The performance of the proposed approach is quantified by quality indicators of the
streaming data which are the tweet count, hashtag count, and hashtag clustering. (2) We tested the
effectiveness of our proposed methods to predict future emerging events or to predict the conversations from previous time intervals using a different set of hashtags. Our experiment performed on
20.5 million tweets, the primary stream, covers fifteen days from April 17th–May 3rd, 2015. For our
external source, the historical data, that is, the secondary stream, we collected news from CNN and
New York Times which covers one year before the event happened (2014). Generally, the historical
query expansion methods (Method 3 and 4) improve the performance of the information retrieval
4

and achieve higher performance compared with Method1 and Method2. Additionally, the experiments indicate that our approach can enhance the quality of the results for all the topics. Besides,
our proposed methods are more concise comparing to Method1. Finally, the proposed methods play
a key role in enhancing the performance of the search query, which means providing the user with
more relative and concise results of interest.

Lost in translation: Estimating multi-lingual linguistic context
We combine topic modeling with a translation service to develop two methods (full-text
topic modeling, term-based topic modeling) for analyzing multilingual topic similarity using two
languages (English and Arabic). The full-text topic modeling approach translates all text in the
Arabic language to the English language then runs topic modeling. The term-based topic modeling
approach runs topic modeling on the Arabic text before translation and then translates the key
words in each Arabic topic to English. After running topic modeling and making the translation
we compare the similarity between English and Arabic topics using semantic similarity. We use the
notion of low dimensional representation of the word in vector space to find the cosine similarity
between topics in two languages. We find that there are similar topics in English and Arabic tweets.
In addition, we find that both methods have the same similarity results. However, the term-based
topic modeling approach is more efficient in term of cost. The performance of the two approaches is
quantified by the similarity of topics in both languages and the cost in terms of translation execution
time. These approaches are validated using multilingual COVID-19 tweets. The term-based topic
modeling approach generally achieves comparable performance of the full-text topic modeling in
terms of topics similarity. The term-based topic modeling approach is better than full-text topic
modeling in terms of cost, and needs less time to translate the text. Our experiments indicate that
the costs of the translation makes the term-based topic modeling a valuable addition to multilingual
text analysis. Finally, the proposed approach plays a key role in reducing the translation execution
time.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review
This chapter introduces the background of this research work. The provided background
covers essential knowledge to understanding this dissertation and the three proposed novel ML
algorithms.

2.1

Accelerating Text Mining Using Domain-Specific Stop
Word Lists
Stop word removal has been an active area of research and several studies have sought an

automated method for generating a stop word list for different languages. Some studies try to find
a generic stop word list that is domain independent. Others focus on finding domain-specific words
that are document-dependent [1].One method, term frequency, was the first automated process for
identifying and extracting stop words.
The term frequency approach produces valuable results for the words that have the highest
frequency in the corpus, but term frequency does not take into account the words that occur frequently in only some documents. Also, the term frequency does not consider the words that rarely
occur in the corpus but still meaningless for the classification [2].
Our work differs from this approach by returning the domain-specific common words with
respect to the document collection.
In [3] the authors used term frequency for word elimination and studied its effect on the
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similarity of Hindi text documents. They found that the removal of stop words based on term
frequency decreased the similarity of documents. In [4] authors used term frequency with Punjabi
texts. They identified 615 stop words in a corpus of more than 11 million words. However, in
later work they found that the frequency count cannot be taken as the true measure of stop word
identification [5]. To overcome the drawback of the frequency words the authors used a statistical
model based on the distribution of words in documents along with the frequency count to generate
an aggregated stop word list for the Punjabi language.
Word entropy is another method. It was used in [2] to generate web-specific stop lists for
web document analysis. This research aimed to eliminate common web-specific terms such as ’email’,
’contact’, etc. The words with the lowest entropy were considered to be stop words. The method was
evaluated using the web document dataset and the BankSearch dataset. The authors successfully
extracted the web-specific stop list from the web document dataset. However, the results on the
BankSearch dataset, which consists of 10 different categories, showed a bias towards low entropies
for words that are category-related and frequent in a large number of documents. The authors
claimed that to use the word entropy the dataset should be unbiased towards any subject category.
In [6] the authors used word entropy to generate a Mongolian stopword list.
Other research has combined the term frequency and word entropy approaches. In [7] the
authors used strategies focused on statistical methods and knowledge-based measures for creating
generic stop words for Hindi text.
The objective is to measure the information content of each word in the corpus, which is
measured using word entropy. The main advantage of this method is to overcome the problem
inherited by manually picking stop words, which takes a lot of time. Authors in [8] aggregate term
frequency and entropy value to construct the first stop word list for the Amharic text.
A Chinese corpus consisting of Xinhua News and People’s Daily News is used in [9] to
find a generic stop word list aggregated from two models: a statistical model that measures the
combination of mean probability and variance of probability, and an information model that measures
the informativity of words using the words’ entropy in the corpus. The generated Chinese stop word
list had a high intersection with the English stop words. Also, compared with other Chinese stop
lists, this method was more effective, and it was faster than manual generation[9]. The methodology
was used to generate an Arabic stop word list in [10] with superior performance.
Authors in [11] present the term-based random sampling approach in which they generated
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a list of stop words based on the importance of terms using Kullback-Leibler divergence measure,
which models how informative a term is. They show that term-based random sampling outperforms
the rank-frequency approach in terms of computational effort to derive the stop word list. However,
using the term-based random sampling approach on DOTGOV and the WT10G collections to obtain
the stop word list did not provide better results than baseline approaches.
A dictionary approach is used in [12] to generate the first Sanskrit stop word list. However,
this method of generating the stop word list is both resource intensive and time consuming[8]. The
hyperplane-based approach does not require a dictionary to return the domain-specific words. A
rule-based approach using static eleven rules was used in [13] to automatically develop a stop word
list for the Gujarati language. The main limitation of this approach, as described in the paper,
appears when the stop words contain more than three characters. In the hyperplane-based approach
there is no limitation based on the length of the domain-specific word.
A method based on the weighted χ2 was used to generate the Chinese stop word list[14].
The method considers the high document frequency and the low statistical correlations with all the
classification categories. This is the first list that uses the dependent relationship between a word
and all categories in a set of documents. This approach inputs a threshold to specify the size of the
stop word list. The Naive Bayes classifier tested the performance of the generated stop words before
and after elimination, and tested stop word lists of various lengths. The study eliminated the words
based on some threshold. However, there is no guidance on the optimal elimination percentages of
the detected domain-specific words. In our work we have performed extensive experiments to find
and provide guidance on the best percentage of elimination.

2.2

Thinking Outside the Box: Enriching Query Expansion
Using External Data Source
Query expansion has been an active area of research and several studies have sought an

automated method to deal with the word mismatch in information retrieval. Authors in [15] perform automatic query expansion using three representative techniques. The first technique is the
global analysis based on the method introduced by [16]. The global analysis technique creates a
thesaurus-like database with a ranked list of phrases for a given query. The method is known as
the global analysis approach because the association database it uses considers the entire collection
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of documents, and the process is frequently computationally intensive. The task in [15] is different
from our task in which we use the streaming data as a primary stream to the query. This means the
thesaurus-like database used in [16] is not directly applicable. Besides, the database in this solution
requires to be updated with each new tweet, which makes the method fail in large-scale data [17].
The second approach introduced by [15] is the local feedback method, which overcomes the
drawback of the global analysis by using the documents in the query results to generate a list of
top-ranked words instead of using the entire corpus. The efficacy of this method crucially depends on
the quality of the query result itself. The reliability of the local feedback method, therefore, remains
an issue even it is less expensive to perform [17]. Local context analysis is the third technique
introduced by [15], which uses a combination of the global analysis approach and the local feedback
approach. It uses the ranked query results to identify the top concepts (noun groups share the
same semantic meaning). Based on the distance of each concept to the original query in the global
thesaurus and their TF-IDF scores, the local context analysis picks new words. This method achieves
better performance than using either global analysis or local feedback separately. However, it also
requires a static metric to rank the documents in the query result.
For querying streaming social data, the metrics to evaluate the goodness of the query results
are often dynamically changing and may comprise a mixture of various sub-metrics [17]. Hence, it
is not feasible to directly use the local context analysis method introduced by [15]. The query
expansion method proposed in [18] uses tweet data as the query platform. The approach in [18] is
similar to our query expansion work in that they employ a time-based indicator to deal with the
data streaming’s dynamic nature, which is similar to our method of measuring query quality using a
dynamic metric. Authors in [18] use repost count and followers of posts as an indicator of a tweet’s
quality which changes with time. Our approach uses tweet count and hashtags information as a
quality indicator of query results.
Many studies use different techniques to detect the emergent events in the streaming data
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The application of topic models has been an active area of research in informational retrieval, and several studies have sought an automated method for using topic models
in query expansion. The authors in [24] apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to improve the
retrieval results using cluster-based models. Authors in [25] use Mixture of Unigrams [26], LDA
[27], and the Pachinko Allocation Model [28] to integrate the topic models into the retrieval process.
Authors in [29] use topic models for re-ranking initial retrieval results. Another approach [30] uses
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LDA in query expansion to improve the performance of relevance feedback. Authors in [31] use topic
modeling to enhance the search and recommendation functionalities of Enterprise Social Software.
The study in [32] expands the initial query by using the latent topic information on the documents
retrieved at the first search. Similar to this line of work, we propose a method that uses topic distributions of the targeted documents in addition to an external data source to expand the query. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no existing study that uses topic modeling with external sources
to expand the initial query in streaming data.

2.3

Lost in translation: Estimating multi-lingual linguistic
context
Automatic text analysis has been an active area of research, and several studies have sought

an automated method to deal with multilingual text [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Topic modeling
is one of the commonly used approaches for text analysis [40, 41]. Most studies to date use topic
modeling to extract underneath discussion themes or topics from a large set of text written in one
language, especially in English [42, 43]. More precisely, in the field of public health many studies
use topic models [44] for understanding healthcare reviews [45, 46], identifying infectious disease
[47, 48], and studying health behaviors [49, 50]. However, comparative analysis of multilingual
text help to overcome the language barriers of the communication process and helps to remove the
boundaries of understanding cross-cultural differences [51, 52], making risk decisions and policies
to respond to public health crises, natural disasters, and political or social movements much more
accessible. However, analyzing multilingual texts require people with language skills to collect and
analyzes the data, which makes the analysis process complex, labor-intensive, and costly [37]. Using
automated text analysis and machine translation to translate texts from one language to another
helps to overcome these challenges and exchange information between different countries for effective
communication. The approaches in [38, 53] use machine translation and topic modeling to study
public communication.
There are two approaches to perform multilingual analysis using topic modeling [37]. The
first approach applies topic models on the multilingual text then matches the topics. The second
approach translates the text into common language and then applies a topic model. Using the first
approach requires additional information to bring the topics together [54]. The second approach
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is much easier given the availability of automated translation services. However, using the second
approach can be costly, often requiring that a massive amount of text be translated from one language
to another using paid translation services. Authors in [38] show that machine translation services
and topic modeling are useful tools for analyzing multilingual text. However, in their analysis
they focus on the translation of the full documents, which makes the translation process costly in
terms of time and money. The authors in [37] argue that it is more cost effective and time saving
if only translating the unique words in the corpus using the document term matrix that used in
topic modeling process. However, translating the document term matrix ignore the the syntactic
structure which may affect the translation process [37]. Authors in [53, 37] concluded that there
is no lost in translation by using the document term matrix which confirmed that the translation
of the individual terms of a document-term matrices can be a useful shortcut for the translation of
larger corpora. This thesis continues along this path but instead of translating the document term
matrix we only translate the top words in the estimated topics.
This research studies the potential of the use of topic modeling with a translation service
using two approaches for comparing the similarity between two languages during the COVID-19
pandemic. One of the suggested approaches uses only the words from the estimated topic instead
of translating the full text to reduce the cost of the translation process. The effectiveness of the
suggested approach is examined by determining whether translating the topics after applying a topic
modeling achieves the same performance as translating the full text then applying a topic modeling.
Also, it is examined whether topic modeling coupled with machine translation can reduce the cost
of the translation process.

2.4

Related Technologies
The low-dimensional representation method, word2vec, utilizes the skip-gram model. The

word2vec maps words into a low-dimensional space, thus revealing non-trivial context based relationships between words. Many syntactic and semantic relationships between words can be defined
by using simple algebraic operations on the word vectors. For example, the word vector ”King” word vector ”Man” + word vector ”Woman” results in a word vector similar to vector representation
of the word vector ”Queen”[55].
Naive Bayes classifier [56], a probabilistic model based on Bayes theorem, is a supervised
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learning technique broadly used for text classification. The method is, in practice, extremely sensitive
to preprocessed data quality and other factors. Here we mostly use it as a baseline technique to
examine the sensitivity of the preprocessing.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a quadratic optimization-based technique that, in its
simplest form, maximizes the margin between classes using the optimized separating hyperplane.
While having fast performance, the linear SVM is known to be sensitive to hard classification problems. Slower nonlinear (aka kernel based) SVM often produces higher quality results but requires
suboptimal heuristics to achieve linearly scalability [57, 58]. Here we use the Thunder SVM package
[59] which provides a good quality/performance trade-off.
We also use three other broadly applicable classification techniques, namely, Logistic Regression [60], Random Forest [61], and Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [62]. These are
methods of comparable quality when applied in the text mining domain. Their implementation is
available inside Python’s module called Scikit-learn [63].
The low-dimensional representation model, fastText, utilizes the skip-gram model. representation [64]. The fastText maps words into a low-dimensional space and uses subword information,
revealing non-trivial context based relationships between them. Many syntactic and semantic relationships between words can be defined by using simple algebraic operations on the word vectors.
Dynamic Eigenvector Centrality (DEC) [22], is a graph based technique. It extracts the
emergent words from a document stream based on dynamic semantic graphs. DEC, in its simplest
form, constructs a network in which the nodes and undirected edges correspond to words and cooccurrences of words in a stream of documents, respectively. DEC use the constructed network to
rank and extract top-ranked emergent words.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model, is an unsupervised
learning method used for extracting latent topics from a large set of documents. LDA is uses a
three-level Bayesian model to fit the generative process, it represents documents as random mixtures
over latent topics and represents each topic as a distribution over words [27].
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Chapter 3

Accelerating Text Mining Using
Domain-Specific Stop Word Lists
Text preprocessing is an essential step in text mining. Removing words that can negatively
impact the quality of prediction algorithms or are not informative enough is a crucial storage-saving
technique in text indexing and results in improved computational efficiency. Typically, a generic
stop word list is applied to a dataset regardless of the domain. However, many common words are
different from one domain to another but have no significance within a particular domain. Eliminating domain-specific common words in a corpus reduces the dimensionality of the feature space,
and improves the performance of text mining tasks. In this thesis, we present a novel mathematical approach for the automatic extraction of domain-specific words called the hyperplane-based
approach. This new approach depends on the notion of low dimensional representation of the word
in vector space and its distance from hyperplane. The hyperplane-based approach can significantly
reduce text dimensionality by eliminating irrelevant features. We compare the hyperplane-based approach with other feature selection methods, namely χ2 and mutual information. An experimental
study is performed on three different datasets and five classification algorithms, and measure the
dimensionality reduction and the increase in the classification performance. Results indicate that
the hyperplane-based approach can reduce the dimensionality of the corpus by 90% and outperforms
mutual information. The computational time to identify the domain-specific words is significantly
lower than mutual information.
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Reproducibility: code and results can be found at https://github.com/FarahAlshanik/
Domain-Specific-Word-List

3.1

Motivation
The amount of raw text data produced in science, finance, social media, and medicine is

growing at an unprecedented pace. Without effective preprocessing, the raw text data typically
introduces major computational and analytical obstacles (e.g., extremely high dimensionality) to
data mining and machine learning algorithms. Hence, text preprocessing has become an essential
step to better manage and handle various challenges inherent with the raw data before it is ready
for text mining tasks. Stop word removal is one of the most important steps in text preprocessing.
Stop words are those that appear frequently and commonly and contribute little analytical meaning
and value in text mining tasks [65, 66].
Elimination of stop words reduces text count in the corpus typically by 35% to 45% and
makes the application of text mining methods more effective[67]. In the majority of text mining tasks,
preprocessing begins with eliminating stop words without considering the domain of application. For
example, in the popular Python Natural Language ToolKit (nltk) module, the English stop words
list contains frequent words such as “the”, “and”, “to”, “a”, and “is” [68]. However, there may exist
many domain-specific words that do not add value in a text mining application but that increase
the computational time. For instance, the word “protein” is likely to add little value in text mining
of bioinformatics articles, but not for a collection of political articles. Reduction in running time is
also extremely important for such tasks as streaming, sliding window text mining, and large-scale
semantic knowledge network mining [22, 69, 70, 71] and becomes even more sensitive problem with
the analysis of long texts [72, 73].
The objective of this research is to present the hyperplane-based approach for detecting and
eliminating domain-specific common words in a corpus of documents in addition to (or in some cases
instead of) commonly-used stop words. Our approach aims to enhance the performance of binary
text classification and to reduce the dimensionality. In binary text classification, the documents are
grouped into two classes. The trained classifier’s role is to predict the document class. However,
the domain-specific words often mislead the classifiers’ prediction. The hyperplane-based approach
employs the principle of low dimensional representation of words using the word2vec skip-gram
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model. The main idea of our approach is to project in the vector space both centroids of the
two classes and each word in the corpus. The method constructs a hyperplane perpendicular to
the normalized vector between the centroids of the two classes such that the words closer to the
perpendicular hyperplane are selected as domain-specific common words.
To justify the proposed approach and to demonstrate the contextual difference with other
traditional feature elimination methods, we eliminate a varying count of the detected domain-specific
words from the corpus and observe the accuracy of five different classifiers: Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Classification and Regression
Trees (CART). We evaluate the five approaches on three different datasets: (1) Pubmed [74], (2)
IMDB movie reviews[75], and (3) Hansard Speeches 1979–2018[76].
Two major experiments were performed. First, we observed the performance of our approach
before and after eliminating domain-specific words on the classification accuracy and execution time.
Secondly, we compared the classifier accuracy and validate our results with other feature selection
methods namely χ2 and mutual information. The classifiers are used to predict the journal name
for the Pubmed dataset, sentiment for the IMDB movie review dataset, and party for the Hansard
Speeches. Also, we found the size of the overlap of the remaining words after eliminating the
domain-specific words between our approach and the χ2 or mutual information.
The results show that the hyperplace-based approach has improved performance in terms
of accuracy and execution time with respect to feature selection methods. Through our proposed
approach we identify that a significant number of stopwords can be removed without reducing the
accuracy of any classifier we considered. On the contrary, we determine that after removing 90% of
the words within the Hansard Speeches dataset according to our method, the accuracy of a Random
Forest classifier increases by 4%, and a Naive Bayes classifier increases by 12%.

3.2

Domain-specific word detection

Simplified Example
The basics of our approach are best understood with a simple example on a synthetic
dataset. Suppose a synthetic binary class dataset of total of 40,000 documents is generated in which
the two classes have an equal number of documents. The length of each document from both classes
is 300 words. The words are chosen randomly from predefined dictionary that has been created for
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this experiment. Dictionaries of classes A and B consist of 2000 words each represented by wi , and
vi , respectively, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 2000. The classes are disjoint and any classifier will result in a 100%
accuracy. Now, in order to include common words between the classes, a dictionary of 300 words
mi is created, 1 ≤ i ≤ 300. Then, 10 mi words are randomly added to each document in the two
class. The word2vec skip-gram is applied on the synthetic data corpus to project the words into a
vector space using 100-dimensional word vectors. After that the centroid of each class is calculated
by averaging the word embedding in each class. We found that the common words mi exist in the
middle between the two classes as shown in Fig. 3.1 (blue points). Accordingly, we decided to create
a perpendicular hyperplane on the normalized vector between the centroid of the two classes (pink
and gold). Additionally, we calculated the distance between each unique word in the corpus and the
hyperplane, such that the words that have the shortest distance will be the domain-specific common
words, and the words that have the longest distance will be the words that are used to distinguish
between the two classes (red).

Overview of the Approach
We introduce the hyperplane-based approach to detect the domain-specific words. It is based
on the distance of the word from the separating hyperplane with the notion of a low dimensional
vector representation of the words using the word2vec model[77]. The domain-specific words are
determined as the words that have the shortest distance from the hyperplane.
This approach aims to enhance the performance of binary text classification and reduce the
execution time of the classifier. The goal is to eliminate the features (i.e., words) that are not used
to distinguish between the two classes. The flowchart of the approach is presented in Fig. 3.2. The
hyperplane-based method consists of four main steps: 1) text prepossessing, 2) centroid embedding,
3) computing the tokens’ distances from an orthogonal hyperplane, and 4) sorting and detecting the
domain-specific common words list. These steps are explained in the following subsections.

Text Preprocessing
The text preproccesing step starts by tokenizing the text, then converting the words to lower
case, and finally removing the special characters as shown in Fig. 3.2. Traditional stop words (such
as those that are given in Python nltk module) are not removed. Rather, some or all of the stop
words are anticipated to be removed as a result of our method which indeed happens in the end of
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Figure 3.1: PCA-based visualization of the synthetic dataset embedding. The closest words to
hyperplane are marked in blue (300 words). The words that have a largest distance are marked in
red (300 words), the centroid embedding of the class A and class B are marked in pink and gold,
respectively
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Figure 3.2: Hyperplane-based approach steps
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the entire process.

Centroid Embedding
The centroids of class are the averages over the corresponding word embeddings, precomputed using the word2vec skip-gram model. The result is that the semantically similar words are
mapped together in a vector space. This representation is also known as distributed numerical
representations of word features.
Given two disjoint classes of n documents, namely, A and B. The centroid of a class is
defined using the following steps. First, the word2vec skip-gram model is utilized to construct a
k-dimensional representation of each word, i.e., each embedded word, or token, t is represented as a
vector emb(t) = (t1 , t2 , t3 , ..., tk ). Then, the centroid of each class is computed as the average of the
embeddings of words from that class:
P
CenterX =

emb(t)

t∈X

M

,

(3.1)

where X is a class, emb(t) is an embedding function, and M is the total number of unique words
in class X. In Fig. 3.3, we visualize the example of embedding using the 2D PCA dimensionality
reduction from the initial 100-dimensional embedding space. In this example, the corpus of documents for classification contains abstracts of two journals, Cell and Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry,
extracted from the Pubmed dataset. The figure illustrates the two-dimensional visualization of the
individual journals’ centroids and the stop words in nltk module, represented by diamonds and stars,
respectively.

Distance from Hyperplane
In this thesis, the separating hyperplane non-strictly defines the boundary between the two
classes and their centroids, namely, class A (CenterA ) and class B (CenterB ). It is orthogonal to
the line connecting the centroids, and passes through its middle. It is defined by the linear equation:

w0 x + b = 0

(3.2)

where w is the slope of the plane, b the offset. The first step is to find the slope of the plane, i.e.
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Figure 3.3: PCA-based visualization of the Cell and Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry from Pubmed
dataset. The closest words to hyperplane are marked in blue (300 words), the words that have a
largest distance are marked in red (300 words), the centroid embedding of the cell and Journal of
Prosthetic Dentistry journals are marked in pink and gold respectively, some nltk stop words are
plotted in white.
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the normal vector perpendicular to the plane (w), which is defined as the difference between the two
centroids A and B as appear in equation (3.3).

w = Center(A) − Center(B)

(3.3)

The offset point (b) will be equal to the negative dot product of the normal vector by the
coordinate of any point on the plane as expressed in equation (3.4).

b = −w · x0

(3.4)

The predefined point at this stage is the mid point between the two centroids (x0 ), which
can be calculated using:

x0 =

CenterA − CenterB
2

(3.5)

After defining the hyperplane equation, the distance between any point (embedded words
in space) to the hyperplane is calculated as:

d=

|w · x0 + b|
||w||

(3.6)

Fig. 3.3 shows that the shortest distance words (blue points) are clustered around the
hyperplane which are the domain-specific words. The longest distance words (red points) are far
away from the hyperplane which are the words that used to distinguish between the two classes.
Fig. 3.3 also includes the 127 stop words from the Python nltk (black stars). It can be
noticed that the majority of these words are near the hyperplane, however, few of them defined as
longest distance words. To explain such behavior, a sample of nltk stop words which positioned
on various distances with respect to the hyperplane is picked as shown in Fig. 3.3. These words
are: ”our”, “here”, “an”, “is”, “that”, “of”, “the”, “your”, “him”, “my”, “whom”, “doing”, “who”,
“should”, and “very”. Then, the frequency of these words is calculated as shown in Fig. 3.4. The
histogram shows a high discrepancy in the longest distance words’ frequency between the two classes
(two journals) such as “who”, “should”, and “whom”, that means these words are most likely to
appear in one journal rather than the other.
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Figure 3.4: nltk stop Words frequency in Cell and Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry.
In this surprising example, some differences are quite significant and indicate that they can
be used in determining the classes of papers. Thus, some of them should not be eliminated by simple
traditional stop word removal.

Detect domain-specific words
Domain-specific words can be defined in this approach as the words with the shortest distance from the hyperplane. Therefore, the final step is to sort the words’ distances in ascending
order such that the words that have the shortest distance from the hyperplane can be detected.

3.3

Data Sources for Experiments
We tested our approach on three datasets. These are chosen to vary in size and complexity

for testing the limitations of the approach.
Hansard Speeches 1979–2018: This is a public dataset of speeches from the UK House of
Commons, extracted from Hansard, the official public records [76]. This data set includes the text
for every speech made in the House of Commons between the 1979 general election and the end
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of 2017, with information for each speaker, including their party affiliation. We reduce the set of
speeches to speakers from the two largest parties, Labour and Conservative. The resulting dataset
consists of 1,608,012 speeches. We picked the Hansard Speeches because the baseline accuracy of
the classifiers applied to these data is much lower than the other datasets, meaning the classification
task is more difficult.
IMDB Movie Review Dataset: This is a dataset for binary sentiment classification containing
50,000 positive and negative reviews[75].
Pubmed: The Pubmed dataset[74] provides public information by the National Library of
Medicine (NLM). It contains more than 26 million citations for biomedical literature from MEDLINE, life science journals, and online books. Our knowledge base starts as XML files provided
by Pubmed, from which we extract each publication abstract, year, and journal. In this work we
focus on the journal abstracts, treating journal names as the categories into which we categorize the
abstracts. To ensure higher quality in the word embeddings, we only consider journals with at least
10,000 abstracts. From these journals, many pairs were generated then tested using the Logistic
Regression classifier. The pairs that have an accuracy lower than 98% were picked to efficiently test
the proposed approach. The curated dataset contains 100 pairs of journals and 2,694,790 abstracts.

3.4

Validation experiments and results
We conduct our experiments in two parts: First, the validation of the proposed approach

is studied on the classification accuracy by eliminating three types of words: (1) the words with
the shortest distance from the hyperplane (domain-specific words); (2) the words with the longest
distance from the hyperplane (distinguishable words); (3) random words. Second, we compare the
hyperplane-based approach against two feature selection methods: χ2 and Mutual Information (MI).
χ2 is used as a dimensionality reduction feature selection method which evaluates the independence of the feature and the class. The higher the χ2 value, the more class information the
feature contains. Mutual Information (MI) is another dimensionality reduction feature selection
method. MI is used to measure the dependencies between two random variables, which are class and
feature. The higher the MI value, the more information content exists between the feature and the
class. Accordingly, a low χ2 or MI value indicates that a word is a domain-specific common word.
The most distinguishable words are those that have a high χ2 or MI. For our proposed hyperplane
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method, domain-specific words are those that have the shortest distance from the hyperplane.
Our experimental scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In this study, 138 different sub-corpora
from the Hansard speeches, IMDB movie review, and Pubmed datasets are tested per different
feature selection methods, percentages of domain-specific words elimination, and classifiers. For each
feature selection approach, 11 percentages of domain-specific words are eliminated in increments of
10 from 0% to 99%. The 0% is selected as a reference category because it represents the performance
of a classifier before any words are eliminated.
For each case, five classifiers are applied: Naive Bayes, Thunder SVM, Logistic Regression,
Random Forest, and CART. The performance of a classifier is quantified by its prediction accuracy,
calculated as the ratio of correctly predicted instances to all instances in the experiment, and estimated using 10-fold cross validation. Overall, we conduct a total of 37,950 experiments to test the
hyperplane-based approach.

Hansard Speeches
The Hansard data spans the time period from 1979–2018. We calculate the accuracy for all
five classifiers, three feature selection approaches, and 11 elimination percentages for each year. We
then calculate average accuracy across all years included in our data. Hyperplane-based approach
validation starts with comparing the performance of the classifiers when eliminating three criteria:
the shortest distance, longest distance, and random words. Figures. 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 presents the
average accuracy of classifiers per each selection criterion. As expected the highest accuracy is obtained when removing the domain-specific words (shortest distance), and the lowest accuracy when
removing the distinguishable words (longest distance). Also, when the percentage of distinguishable
words elimination increases, accuracy drops significantly. The accuracy of the classifiers when removing random words is in between the accuracy when removing the shortest or longest distance
words. Additionally, we note that the accuracy of all classifiers when eliminating from 10 to 90%
of words will maintain about the same level if not increase compared to the reference category (0%
elimination).
Figures. 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 presents the average accuracy of the classifiers per hyperplanebased, χ2 and MI approach on the Hansard Speeches dataset. The hyperplane-based approach improved the average accuracy of the Naive Bayes classifier by 8% (from 0.66 to 0.74) when eliminating
90% of domain-specific words with respect to the reference category (0% elimination). Further, our
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Figure 3.5: Experimental scheme
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Figure 3.6: Classifier performance on Hansard Speeches dataset when eliminating different percentages of words based on three different criteria: shortest distance from hyperplane, longest distance
from hyperplane, and random word elimination.
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Figure 3.7: Classifier performance on Hansard Speeches dataset when eliminating different percentages of words based on three different criteria: shortest distance from hyperplane, longest distance
from hyperplane, and random word elimination.
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Figure 3.8: Classifier performance on Hansard Speeches dataset when eliminating different percentages of words based on three different criteria: shortest distance from hyperplane, longest distance
from hyperplane, and random word elimination.
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proposed approach outperforms the χ2 and MI approaches from 60% to 90% elimination. The average accuracy of the Naive Bayes classifier increased at 99% elimination with respect to the reference
experiment in all approaches, where the hyperplane-based approach had the same average accuracy
as the χ2 and higher than MI approach. The average accuracy of the Random Forest classifier is
increased by 2%, and 3% when removing 90% of domain-specific words using our proposed approach,
and χ2 approach, respectively. MI, in conrast, increased the Random Forest accuracy with less than
1%. The accuracy of other classifiers (Logistic Regression, Thunder SVM, and CART) stay the
same after any elimination percentage. In the case of removing 90% of domain-specific words, the
χ2 approach and hyperplane-based enhanced the accuracy of both Naive Bayes and Random Forest
classifiers compared with the reference experiment.
To further investigate the performance of our proposed hyperplane-based approach, we break
the estimation of accuracy down by year instead of calculating the average across years. Fig. 3.12
shows trends in accuracy for two classifiers, Naive Bayes and Random Forest, for two elimination
categories: 90% of domain-specific words vs 0% elimination (our reference category). We notice
that the accuracy of both classifiers using our hyperplane-based approach outperform the χ2 for the
years from 1980 to 1999, and outperforms MI for all the years. Our approach further increases the
performance of Naive Bayes by 12% for the year 1992 from 0.64 to 0.76. For Random Forest, our
proposed approach increases the accuracy by 4% in 1981.
Overall, the three approaches play a key role in reducing the dimensionality of the corpus,
which means reducing the execution time of the classification problem, and the hyperplane-based
approach achieved comparable results with χ2 and MI. We demonstrate the impact of feature elimination on execution time in Tables 4.3. Table 4.3 presents the average execution time for all years of
the five classifiers per elimination percentage. We can see from this table that when the percentage
of elimination increases, the drop in the average execution time increases dramatically. We further
compare the execution time for the three elimination strategies hyperplane-based, χ2 , and MI. We
find that the χ2 approach has the lowest execution time 8 seconds, while MI has the highest. Our
approach outperforms the MI, which only needs 152 seconds to generate the list of words for each
year, while MI needs 1743 seconds, more than ten times longer.
Finally, we investigate the extent to which our approach generates word lists that are different from those generated by the two other approaches. To this end, we look at the intersection
of the word sets generated by the three approaches, comparing our method against the other two
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Figure 3.9: Average classifier accuracy comparison on Hansard Speeches for all the years, using
three different approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words
starting from shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to
highest mutual information.
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Figure 3.10: Average classifier accuracy comparison on Hansard Speeches for all the years, using
three different approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words
starting from shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to
highest mutual information.
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Figure 3.11: Average classifier accuracy comparison on Hansard Speeches for all the years, using
three different approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words
starting from shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to
highest mutual information.

Table 3.1: Average Execution Time for each classifier in seconds
Percentage of elimination
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
99%

NB
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.33
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.25
0.09
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LR
35
31
28
26
24
22
21
19
18
15
4

RF
1296
1260
1191
1127
1099
1034
989
977
946
830
565

SVM
733
686
661
643
626
611
602
589
575
556
213

CART
533
525
521
506
502
488
480
477
475
448
77

Figure 3.12: Classifier accuracy on Hansard Speeches dataset per year, using three different approach:
hyperplane-based, χ2 , and MI by eliminating 90% of words and keeping the words that have longest
distance from hyperplane, highest χ2 value and highest mutual information, and compare it with
classifiers accuracy before any elimination.
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Figure 3.13: Intersection between Hyperplane-based approach with the χ2 and MI approach against
the range of elimination percentages.
for different percentage categories of elimination – see Fig. 3.13. The intersection is defined by the
percentage of identical words between two approaches that remain after elimination, divided by the
total number of remaining words after elimination. Fig. 3.13 shows that the overlap between the
methodologies is not high when eliminating 99% of words, which means that our hyperplane-based
approach extracts words that are different from those extracted by the other two approaches while
maintaining the same accuracy. We present a sample of the words that used to distinguish between
two classes after eliminating 99% of words in Table 3.2. We present examples of the remaining words
after eliminating 99% of words per approach for the year 1980. These are the words with the largest
distance from the hyperplane, highest χ2 , and highest MI.

IMDB Movie Review Dataset
The accuracy of the five classifiers with respect to the range elimination percentages for the
shortest distance, longest distance, and random words estimated from this dataset show the same
trend as the Hansard Speeches dataset, as is illustrated in Figures. 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16.
Figures. 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 shows the classifier performance of testing the IMDB movie
review dataset for the hyperplane-based approach and the two feature selection methods using five
classifiers. It can be noticed that the accuracy for the Naive Bayes and Thunder SVM classifiers
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Figure 3.14: Classifiers performance on IMDB movie review dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
words.
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Figure 3.15: Classifiers performance on IMDB movie review dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
words.
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Table 3.2: Presents words from Hansard Speeches dataset for the year 1980 that are deemed most
important by the hyperplane, χ2 , and Mutual Information
Hyperplane words
sparkbrook
disservice
benchers
dispatch
duchy
sidcup
engagements
orme
mislead

χ2
minister
friend
secretary
state
he
you
state
conservative
she

MI words
not
for
hon
and
is
in
that
to
of

Figure 3.16: Classifiers performance on IMDB movie review dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
words.
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are improved by using the three approaches when eliminating 90% of words. The hyperplane-based
approach performs better than the MI approach when eliminating 90% of the domain-specific words
under Naive Bayes. The χ2 is slightly higher than the hyperplane-based approach and the MI
at all elimination percentages under Naive Bayes. The accuracy of the other classifiers (Logistic
Regression, Random Forest, and CART) is stable before and after eliminating 90% of words using
all approaches.
When removing 99% of domain-specific words, only χ2 maintains the same accuracy, while
the performance of the other two approaches drops. We note that the drop in performance cannot be
explained by the small number of data points at this elimination level alone. After eliminating 99%
of the words, there are 2,221 words remaining, with an average of 45-80 words per review, depending
on which approach is being used, which should be enough distinguishable words to classify the data.
As such, the drop in performance is a shortcoming of the two methods, though only at this high
level of word elimination.
The intersection of the remaining words between the proposed approach with the χ2 and
MI approach against the range of elimination show the same trend as we observed in the Hansard
Speeches dataset, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.20. We also again present examples of the remaining
words after eliminating 99% in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Presents words from IMDB Movie Review Dataset that are deemed most important by
the hyperplane, χ2 , and Mutual Information
Hyperplane words
waste
renting
crap
stupid
suck
bother
unwatchable
pile

χ2 words
bad
worst
waste
awful
great
terrible
horrible
excellent

MI words
the
and
of
to
this
is
in
It

Pubmed
The curated Pubmed dataset includes abstracts from 100 pairs of different journals. For
each pair, the accuracy of all classifiers is calculated per all elimination percentages. Then, the
average accuracy for all pairs is calculated and presented. Figures. 3.21, 3.22, and 3.23 presents the
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Figure 3.17: Classifier performance comparison on IMDB movie review dataset using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.
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Figure 3.18: Classifier performance comparison on IMDB movie review dataset using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.
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Figure 3.19: Classifier performance comparison on IMDB movie review dataset using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.

Figure 3.20: Intersection between Hyperplane-based approach with the χ2 and MI approach against
the range of elimination percentages.
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average accuracy of the five classifiers with respect to the range of elimination percentages for the
shortest distance, longest distance, and random words to the Pubmed dataset have the same trend
to the Hansard Speeches dataset and the IMDB movie review dataset.
Figures. 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26 shows the average classifier accuracy of testing the 100 pairs
of Pubmed dataset for the hyperplane-based and two feature selection methods and five classifiers.
The classifying accuracy for the Naive Bayes is improved by using the hyperplane-based and χ2 .
The hyperplane-based approach outperforms the MI approach when eliminating 90% of the domainspecific words for Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Thunder SVM. The accuracy of the other
classifiers (Random Forest, and CART) is stable before and after eliminating 90% of words using all
approaches.
We present the intersection of the remaining words between the proposed approach with
the χ2 and MI approach against the range of elimination on one pair, Cell and Journal of Prosthetic
Dentistry, in Fig. 3.27. We find that the intersections have the same trend as those observed on the
two other datasets. We present a sample of the remaining words after eliminating 99% of words in
Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Presents words of the Cell and Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry from Pubmed dataset that
are deemed most important by the hyperplane, χ2 , and Mutual Information
Hyper plane words
computeraided
restorations
provisional
castings
impressions
crowns
fabrication

3.5

χ2 words
denture
cell
we
dental
implant
resin
teeth

MI words
the
of
and
in
to
that
is

Conclusion
This study proposes a novel mathematical approach for detecting domain-specific words

called the hyperplane-based approach. This new approach depends on the notion of low dimensional representation of the word in vector space and its distance from the hyperplane, where
the domain-specific words are defined as the words with the shortest distance from the separating hyperplane. The performance of the proposed approach is quantified by the accuracy and the
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Figure 3.21: Classifiers performance on 100 pairs of Pubmed dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
words.
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Figure 3.22: Classifiers performance on 100 pairs of Pubmed dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
word.
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Figure 3.23: Classifiers performance on 100 pairs of Pubmed dataset by eliminating different percentage of words that have shortest, longest distance from hyperplane and by eliminating random
words.
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Figure 3.24: Classifier performance comparison on 100 pairs of Pubmed datasets using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.
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Figure 3.25: Classifier performance comparison on 100 pairs of Pubmed datasets using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.
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Figure 3.26: Classifier performance comparison on 100 pairs of Pubmed datasets using three different
approach: hyperplane-based, χ2 and MI by eliminating different percentages of words starting from
shortest to longest distance from hyperplane, lowest to highest χ2 value and lowest to highest mutual
information.

Figure 3.27: Intersection between Hyperplane-based aproach with the χ2 and MI approach against
the range of elimination percentages.
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execution time of five classifiers: (1) Naive Bayes, (2) Random Forest, (3) Logistic Regression,
(4) Thunder SVM, and (5) CART. This approach is validated using 138 sub-corpora from three
datasets (Hansard Speeches, IMDB Movie Review, and Pubmed). Also, it is compared with two
feature selection approaches, namely χ2 and MI. For each feature selection method including the
hyperplane-based approach and each corpus, various word elimination percentages are considered
to find the optimal elimination percentage for each classifier and approach. The hyperplane-based
approach generally improves the performance of the classifier and it achieved comparable performance with the χ2 and MI. However, our experiments indicate that qualitatively the eliminated
words significantly differ from other approaches. In addition, the method is more robust to the erroneous elimination of important words. The performance of our approach varies with respect to
the classifier and the elimination percentages. For example, the Naive Bayes classifier presented the
best improvement of accuracy before and after the elimination using our approach, and the optimal
elimination percentage per our approach is 90% for all datasets. Finally, the proposed approach
plays a key role in reducing the dimensionality of the corpus, which means reducing the classification execution time. The implementation of the hyperplane-based approach in different datasets
is straight-forward and merging the hyperplane based-domain words with other feature selection
domain words is a future research recommendation. Reproducibility: code and results can be found
at https://github.com/FarahAlshanik/Domain-Specific-Word-List
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Chapter 4

Thinking Outside the Box:
Enriching Query Expansion Using
External Data Source
Query expansion is the process of reformulating the original query by adding relevant words.
Choosing which terms to add in order to improve the performance of the query expansion methods
or to enhance the quality of the retrieved results is an important aspect of any information retrieval
system. Adding words that can positively impact the quality of the search query or are informative
enough play an important role in returning or gathering relevant documents that cover a certain topic
can result in improving the efficiency of the information retrieval system. Typically, query expansion
techniques are used to add or substitute words to a given search query to collect relevant data. In
this thesis, we design and implement a pipeline of automated query expansion. We outline several
tools using different methods to expand the query. Our methods depend on targeting emergent
events in streaming data over time and finding the hidden topics from targeted documents using
probabilistic topic models. We employ Dynamic Eigenvector Centrality to trigger the emergent
events, and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation to discover the topics. Also, we use an external data
source as a secondary stream to supplement the primary stream with relevant words and expand
the query using the words from both primary and secondary streams. An experimental study is
performed on Twitter data (primary stream) related to the events that happened during protests in
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Baltimore in 2015. The quality of the retrieved results was measured using a quality indicator of the
streaming data: tweets count, hashtag count, and hashtag clustering. Results indicate that adding
words from the secondary stream can significantly improve the quality of search queries and return
more relevant information that covers a certain topic. Another experimental study is performed to
measure the effectiveness of the proposed methods to predict future emerging events or to predict the
conversations from previous time intervals using the precision of a different set of hashtags. Results
show that our method increases the precision.

4.1

Motivation
Social media streaming data (e.g., Twitter messages or Facebook posts) have become a

primary source to analyze public opinion [78], track user sentiment [79, 80], or study emergent
safety events, such as public health crises [81, 82, 83], natural disasters [84, 85, 86, 87], and political
or social movements [88, 89]. Queries used to draw data from these high-volume, high-velocity,
real-time sources typically require a set of words to filter the data. For example, tracking the public
sentiment surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic on Twitter may rely on words such as “covid”,
“corona”, and “lockdown” to filter out relevant messages. Such queries initiated by a static word
list can be problematic because they reflect the domain expertise of users, and therefore reflect their
biases or jargon, which can result in the exclusion of words required to retrieve relevant information.
Static words also fail to keep up with changes in language and emergent words which results in
incomplete data.
Information retrieval systems typically use query expansion techniques to enhance the initial user query, e.g., by adding inflected forms, cognates, and related words manually retrieved from
the text. [90, 91]. We propose a novel query expansion technique that addresses the challenges
of analyzing data from high-volume, high-velocity social media streams. We argue that effectively
filtering a data stream in an environment in which language and terms can rapidly change does
not necessarily rely only on information from the stream itself. Instead, we develop a query expansion technique that integrates words from the current stream with external data sources (in our
experiments, newspaper archives) in order to predict the occurrence of relevant words that have not
appeared in the stream yet. This algorithm enables the construction of new queries that effectively
capture emergent events that a user may not have anticipated when initiating the data collection
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stream. The purpose of using the external data sources appears when we have a stream of data and
we want to predict something that has not happened yet instead of using only the stream that is
limited to the available information at a specific time. The external data source will enrich queries
with words that cover future topics. For example, using the static word ”protest” to filter stream
at a specific time x will fail to retrieve the related information of the word ”protest”. Generally,
the “protest” results in violence, looting, and sometimes in curfew but these words or ”events” will
appear in the future as a result of protest and do not appear in the stream yet. In order to retrieve
the information that correlated with protest, we need to augment the query with information from
an external source. In another example, COVID-19 has impacted the lives of millions of people
across the globe in different ways. Travel restrictions and business closures are some of the events
that happened in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Predicting such events from a stream of
data at a specific time using static query requires an external source with information related to
similar event happened in the past to enrich the query with correlated information. For example,
if we have an external source (news articles) related to the MERS coronavirus that has appeared
in news since 2012, and we want to filter a stream (tweets about COVID-19) at a specific time x
using the static query “coronavirus”. The MERS coronavirus appeared in news along with some
business closures and travel restrictions. Relying only on the information from the stream for query
expansion means that the static word “coronavirus”” might be unable to predict the events that
may appear in the future at time x + n as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Using the external
source about the MERS coronavirus allows our system to search for old words that were related to
“coronavirus” to augment our static query “coronavirus” with future events or topics such as travel
restrictions and business closures. Our system should be able to predict the related information of
the static word based on the available external source and augment the static query with dynamic
words that may appear in the future and have a correlation with a static query in such a way.
We demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of our approach with an analysis of Twitter
messages surrounding the 2015 Baltimore protests. Our data consists of more than 20.5 million
tweets collected over two weeks. We use this data to evaluate the performance of our query expansion method against two alternative approaches. the first approach expands user queries with
words extracted from a probabilistic topic model of the stream. The second approach reinforces
them with emergent words extracted from the stream. We conduct several experiments in which we
evaluate the performance of our query expansion along three metrics applied to the retrieved results:
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volume (measured by tweet count), relevance (measured by hashtag count), and conciseness (measured through hashtags clustering). We find that our methods outperform alternative approaches,
exhibiting particularly good results in identifying future emergent topics.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The system overview of our proactive
query expansion method and three methods for expanding query in addition to the reference model
are described in Section 4.2. Algorithm is described in Section 4.3. Evaluation and Results are
provided in Section 4.5, and Section 4.6 respectively and section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2

Proactive Query Expansion Method

System Overview
We introduce the proactive query expansion approach to detect emerging events in streaming
data. Our approach utilizes external data sources to expand and enrich user proactive queries with
words that do not appear in the stream yet but are highly correlated with emergent words in the
existing stream. By adding these proactive words, our system can construct queries that capture
emergent events that were not anticipated when initiating the data collection stream. In Fig. 4.1 we
illustrate our proactive query expansion system. First, the initial data stream (in our application
it is Twitter) is being monitored for emergent events to trigger query expansion process using the
method introduced by [22] who use Dynamic Eigenvector Centrality to detect emergent words. If
an emergent event is detected, a new set of queries is triggered in step 2 by collecting relevant words
from the initial data stream using LDA. In step 3, we use DEC to identify the emergent words in the
initial stream and combine these words with LDA words in step 4 to construct new queries. In step
5, we identify proactive words from an external data source. These words are determined by using
two methods that in the past were correlated with words extracted from the initial data stream. In
the final step (step 6), in addition to the LDA words and DEC words each query is expanded with
proactive words from the external data source.

Query Expansion Methods
At the core of our system is the proactive query expansion method, which combines words
retrieved from the primary stream with novel words extracted from the external source (archival
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Figure 4.1: Simplify illustration of the core logic of how queries constructed
Step 1.

Detect emergent events in the initial stream using DEC [22] to trigger query expansion
process.

Step 2.

Use LDA to identify words in the initial stream.

Step 2.1

Use LDA words to construct static queries.

Step 3.

Use DEC to identify emergent words in the initial stream.

Step 4.

Combine LDA and DEC words to construct emergent queries.

Step 5.

Use nearest neighbor and co-occurrence applied to external data source to identify
words that are correlated with LDA/DEC words extracted from the initial stream.

Step 6.

Combine LDA, DEC and words from external data source to construct proactive
queries using (vector space or co-occurrence).
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news in our application) with the goal to anticipate words that have not appeared yet. Our method
belongs to the class of approaches that employ LDA to build new queries.
A large stream of literature uses LDA for query expansion [31, 32]. LDA estimates latent
topics from a given corpus, where each topic represents a ranked list of the words included in the
corpus. Overall, using LDA for query expansion means that each topic discovered by LDA serves
as a new query restricted to the top-ranked words in each topic. words in LDA are ranked by
their relative importance for each topic. However, when applied to dynamic data, this approach
ignores emergent words which is a significant disadvantage. A key characteristic of high-volume,
high-velocity streaming data, such as Twitter, is that topics can change rapidly. Relying on LDA
alone for query expansion means that the extracted words might be unable to capture emergent
topics.
Several studies propose different techniques to detect emergent events in streaming data
[92, 93, 21, 22]. In our system, we use the Dynamic Eigenvector Centrality (DEC) method to detect
emergent words [22] because of its ability to detect meaningful, less noisy, and more interpretable
information in data streams than frequency-based measures used in [92, 93]. A natural improvement
of LDA in the context of streaming data is therefore to combine words extracted with LDA with
words identified as emergent based on the DEC method.
Combining LDA with DEC to construct new queries (LDA-DEC) overcomes the static
nature of LDA and, we argue, is better suited to construct queries for streaming data where topics
are rapidly changing. However, this method still only relies on words extracted from the current
stream, which means that the resulting queries will potentially miss words that have not appeared in
the stream yet. For this reason we propose the proactive query expansion which extends the LDADEC approach by adding words that, historically, were correlated with the words identified from the
stream. We detect these correlated words through two different methods, both of them rely on the
same external data source. In our first method, we construct a low-dimensional representation of
the external data. We then use this vector space of proactive words to identify words that are close
to those detected by the combined LDA-DEC method, using nearest neighbor search as proximity
measure. In our second approach, we select proactive words based on their co-occurrence frequency
with the LDA and DEC words.
The above discussion leads to three alternative query expansion methods in addition to the
reference method for streaming data, which are summarized in Table 4.1. Method 1, Static, only
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uses the information from the current stream, which we include here as a benchmark case against
which we will evaluate the other methods. Method 2, Emergent, combines the LDA words with
the emergent words identified with DEC. Method 3, Proactive using vector space (VS), is our first
proactive query expansion that adds words from the vector space constructed from the external data
source. Method 4, Proactive using co-occurrence, is our second proactive query expansion that adds
words from the external data source based on their co-occurrence frequency.
Table 4.1: Summary of Proposed Query Expansion Methods

Method 1 – Static

4.3

LDA
X

Method for word Identification
External
External
DEC Vector Space (VS) Co-Occurrence (CO)
-

Method 2 – Emergent

X

X

-

-

Method 3 – proactive VS

X

X

X

-

Method 4 – proactive CO

X

X

-

X

Algorithm
In this section we introduce the proactive query expansion and give a detailed description

of each query expansion method. We also compare the proactive query expansion method to the
reference method (labeled ”static”) and the emergent method (”emergent”). In all query expansion
methods, we define the algorithms (Algorithms 1 to 4) with reference to using data from Twitter as
an example of streaming data. Table 4.2 summarizes the notations that will appear in the algorithms.
We process a data stream by discretizing it into time intervals (called window), each of
length w units (in our implementation we use minutes). We use the DEC metric introduced in [22]
to extract the top-ranked emergent words. We trigger the query expansion if the set of emergent
words in the current window indicate that an emergent event is occurring. To this end, we calculate
the Jaccard similarity (Js ) of the top d DEC words between the current window and the P -previous
windows. If the Jaccard similarity is less than or equal to some threshold th, we assume an emergent
event is occurring that will require a new search query with new keywords not currently captured in
the query that has initiated the current stream. At this point in the stream, we execute Steps 1–6
from Figure 4.1 to construct the following three queries:
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Table 4.2: Table of Notation
S1

:

Primary tweet stream

S2

:

External data source

T

:

A set of topics result from LDA

Js

:

Jaccard similarity

th

:

Specific threshold

w

:

Time interval (window)

n

:

Number of windows

d

:

Number of top-ranked DEC words

s

:

A tweet in the primary tweet stream

t

:

A given topic in T

m

:

Number of LDA topics

k

:

Number of top-ranked LDA words

l

:

Query length

Q

:

Query result for all topics

qt

:

Query result associated with a given topic t

V

:

External semantic vector space

F

:

External bi-grams dictionary

D

:

DEC words for time interval w

i

:

Number of nearest neighbor words to return for a specific word

j

:

number of highest frequency words to return for a specific word
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Static: Query expansion using LDA words. LDA is used to generate m topics from the
current time windows. Each topic represents a ranked list of the words included in the current
window which reveals a discussion theme for the topic. Using LDA for query expansion means using
each topic estimated with LDA as a new query restricted to the top-ranked words in each topic. The
algorithm procedure of this method is described in Algorithm 1. After generating a set of topics,
we expand the query and return the results that satisfy each expanded query, such that for a given
document s from the primary stream S1 and a topic t from a set of topics T , if we can find any l
LDA words in document s, then we add s into the query result (qt ). Finally, the aggregated query
results Q for all topics will be returned by the end of the procedure.
Algorithm 1 Query Expansion Using LDA words
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Inputs
Q, Query result for all topics
T , A set of topics result from LDA
S1 , Primary tweet stream
end Inputs
procedure Static(Q,T ,S1 )
Q←∅
for t in T do
. for each topic t return the query result associated with it
qt ← ∅
. initialize query result associated with topic t
for s in S1 do
. for each tweet s in the primary stream S1 check if the tweet has the
LDA words
cnt=0
. count the number of LDA words in the tweets s
for v in t do
. for each word in the topic t check if the word v in the tweet s
if v in s then
cnt+=1
. increase the number of LDA words in tweets s
if cnt ≥ l then . if cnt ≥ the length of the query l, add the tweet s to the qt
qt ← qt ∪ s
. add the tweet s to the query result qt
end if
end if
end for
end for
Q←Q∪
. query results for all topics qt
end for
return Q
end procedure

Emergent: Query expansion using LDA words and DEC words. We propose a query
expansion method that combines words extracted with LDA with words identified as emergent
based on the DEC method for a specific time window. Combining LDA with DEC to construct new
queries overcomes the static nature of LDA and, we argue, is better suited to construct queries for
streaming data where topics might rapidly change. For each topic t and a time window w, we add d
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top-ranked DEC words from D that do not appear in the k top-ranked LDA words for topic t using
function Dec(w,t,D,d) which saves the returned words in Decw . We used this condition to avoid
redundant queries because we found that some top DEC words also appear in the top LDA words.
By adding the DEC words to the topics, we will guarantee that the emerging topics are included in
the query results. After adding the DEC words to each topic, we expand the query and return the
results that satisfy each expanded query, such that for a given document s from the primary stream
S1 , and a topic t from a set of topics T , if we can find any l LDA and DEC words in the document s,
then we add document s into query result qt . Finally, the aggregated query results Q for all topics
will be returned by the end of the procedure.
Algorithm 2 Query Expansion Using LDA words and DEC words
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

Inputs
w, Time interval
D, DEC words for time interval w
d, Number of top-ranked DEC words to return
end Inputs
procedure Emergent(Q,T ,w,S1 ,d,D)
Q←∅
for t in T do
. for each topic t return the query result associated with it
qt ← ∅
. initialize query result associated with topic t
DECw ←DEC(w,t,d ,D) . return d top-ranked DEC words that do not appear in the
top LDA words of topic t for time interval w
t ← t ∪ DECw
. attach top d DEC words to the topic t
for s in S1 do . for each tweet s in S1 check if the tweet has the LDA and DEC words
cnt=0
. count the number of LDA and DEC words in the tweets s
for v in t do
if v in s then
. for each word in the topic t check if the word v in the tweet s
cnt+=1
. increase the number of LDA and DEC words in tweets s
if cnt ≥ l then . if cnt ≥ the length of the query l, add the tweet s to the qt
qt ← qt ∪ s
. add the tweet s to the query result qt
end if
end if
end for
end for
Q ← Q ∪ qt
end for
return Q
end procedure

Proactive Vector Space: Query expansion using LDA words, DEC words, and Vector
Space. We extend the emergent query by using external data to add words that are correlated
with the words identified from the stream but potentially haven’t appeared in the initial stream
yet. This method overcomes the limitation of the LDA-DEC method which only relies on words
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extracted from the current stream. Using this method allows us to capture future events or words
that have not appeared in the stream yet. We used the fastText model [64] to generate a vector
space V to find the words’ nearest neighbor to each LDA and DEC word. The fastText model is
utilized to construct an n-dimensional representation of each word in the external data called word
embedding, each embedded word is represented as a vector of n dimension. After representing each
word by a vector, we used the fastText nearest neighbor method to find the closest words in space
to a given word. The nearest neighbor method allows us to capture the semantic information of
a given word. To find nearest neighbor words for a target word, this method computes the cosine
similarity between the target word and all words in the vocabulary using the vector representation
of the words. As an example of this process, Table 4.3 presents the top 10 nearest neighbor words
for two words: ”curfew” and ”looting”. These words represent key moments in the primary stream.
As appear in the table, the top 3 nearest neighbor words for the word “curfew” are: “lockdown”,
“nightfal”, and “impos” which means the static query “curfew” will be augmented by these words.
For more investigation about the appearance of these words in the stream, we found that the word
“curfew” appears in the stream at 2015-04-28 05:46:05, “@cbsbaltimore: A curfew is in place in
#Baltimore overnight from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. this week.”, the word lockdown appears after an hour
and 15 minutes in a different time interval of the word “curfew” after two widows, which means our
system can capture relevant words that have not appeared in the stream yet. The word “lockdown”
appears at 2015-04-28 06:51:19, “Where the have the whole city on lockdown. No one let out and
National guard or police on every block of the city”. The other word “nightfal” appears after 12
windows of the word “curfew” at 2015-04-28 08:59:38 , “Let’s see what loot I get in this weeks
nightfall! Post it if anything good!” and at 2015-04-28 16:40:08, “Hearing that #Baltimore police
made 235 arrests last night as nightfall approaches.” Finally, the word “impos” is the stemming
of the word imposed appear in the stream after one window of the word “curfew” at 2015-04-28
06:02:13, “Baltimore schools are closed today and a 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. curfew will be imposed
tonight.” All these examples prove that our system can enrich the static query with words that
capture future events. It is worth noticing that the word ”curfew” is also correlated with the word
”violence” as appears in the table, this word (”violence”) appears after 17 window from the word
”curfew” at 2015-04-28 10:09:42, ”You want to end the riots? Stop police violence! Stop bailing out
man slaughtering officers! Stop police shooting people!.” The top 3 nearest neighbor words for the
word “looting” show the same trend as the top 3 words nearest neighbor of the word “curfew”.
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Algorithm 3 represents the process of the proposed method. The algorithm starts by adding
the d top-ranked DEC words that do not appear in the top k LDA words to the topic t as explained
in Algorithm 2. Then the function nearestNeighbors(V ,wt ,i) is used to find the i nearest words
closest to each word from topic t in the vector space V . The resulting words are then saved in a list
called nearest. For each topic t we then attach the words that do not appear in topic t from the
nearest list that is saved in Wv . After adding the nearest neighbors words Wv to topic t, we expand
the query and return the results such that for a given document s from the primary stream S1 , if we
can find any l LDA, DEC, and nearest neighbor words in the document s , then we add document
s into query result qt . Finally, the aggregated query results Q for all topics will be returned by the
end of the procedure.
Table 4.3: 10-nearest neighbor words of word curfew and looting
Nearest Neighbor Words for ”curfew”
lockdown
nightfal
impos
riot
loot
midnight
polic
violence
rioter
protest

Nearest Neighbor Words for ”looting”
vandal
arson
ransack
quiktrip
destruct
riot
violenc
protest
kill
pillag

Proactive Co-occurrence Query expansion using LDA words, DEC words, and Cooccurrence frequency. This method is the same as the previous method except that the most relevant
words in the external data is defined using the words’ highest frequency. This method returns a
set of words that have the highest number of occurrences for a certain LDA and DEC word. We
built a dictionary F that consist of bi-grams (pair of adjacent words) from the external source, then
we compute the frequency for all the bi-grams in the external data to return the j highest word
frequency related to each LDA and DEC word. Table 4.4 presents the top 10 highest number of
co-occurrence words for the two words ”curfew” and ”looting”. As appear in the table, the top 3
highest number of co-occurrence words for the word “curfew” are: “militari”, “ impos”, and “nationwid”. As we mentioned before the word “curfew” appears in the stream at 2015-04-28 05:46:05.
The word “militari” appears after 20 minutes in a different time interval of the word “curfew” after
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Algorithm 3 Query expansion using LDA words, DEC words, and Vector Space
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

Inputs
Q, Query result for all topics
S1 , Primary tweet stream
T , A set of topics result from LDA
w, Time interval
D, DEC words for time interval w
d, Number of top-ranked DEC words to return
V , External semantic vector space
i, Number of nearest neighbor words to return
end Inputs
procedure Proactive Vector Space(T ,V ,w,S1 ,d,D,i)
Q ← ∅ 
Wv ←
for t in T do
. for each topic t return the query result associated with it
DECw ←DEC(w,t,d, D) . return d top-ranked DEC words that do not appear in the
top LDA words of topic t for time interval w
t ← t ∪ DECw
. attach top d DEC words to the topic t
qt ← ∅
. initialize query result associated with topic t
for wt in t do
. for each word wt in t return i nearest neighbor words
nearest ← nearestNeighbors(V ,wt ,i) . return i nearest neighbor words to the word
wt that do not appear in the LDA and DEC words of topic t for time interval w
for newW ord in nearest do
if newW ord not in t then
. for each nearest neighbor word check if it are
already in t
Wv ← Wv ∪ newW ord
end if
end for
end for
t ← t ∪ Wv
. attach nearest neighbor words to t
for s in S1 do
. for each tweet s in S1 check if the tweet has the LDA, DEC, and
nearest neighbor words
cnt=0 . count the number of LDA,DEC, and nearest neighbor words in the tweets s
for v in t do
. for each word in the topic t check if the word v in the tweet s
if v in s then
cnt+=1 . increase the number of of LDA DEC and nearest neighbor words in
tweets s
if cnt ≥ l then . if cnt ≥ the length of the query l, add the tweet s to the qt
qt ← qt ∪ s
. add the tweet s to the query result qt
end if
end if
end for
end for
Q ← Q ∪ qt
end for
return Q
end procedure
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one window. which proves that our system can capture relevant words that have not appeared in
the stream yet using the words co-occurrence. The word “militari” appears at 2015-04-28 06:06:53,
“Don’t forget. The heavily militarized police presence formed in response to PEACEFUL student
protests. Not a violent one.” The other word “impos” is the same word that returned using the
proactive vector space which means this word has the highest words co-occurrence and the highest
cosine similarity to the word “curfew”. Finally, the word “nationwid” appears in the stream after
one window of the word “curfew” at 2015-04-28 06:00:13, ”The police are ridiculous to EVERYBODY. Most people can agree with that. The police force needs to change nationwide.” The top
3 highest number of occurrences words for the word “looting” show the same trend as the highest
words co-occurrence for the word “curfew”.
Algorithm 4 represents the process of the proposed method. The algorithm starts by adding
the d top-ranked DEC words that do not appear in the top k LDA words to the topic t as explained
in Algorithm 2. The Algorithm then identifies the j highest frequency words for each word in topic
t. The Function highestFreq(F ,wt ,j) is then used to attach the highest frequency words Wf to each
topic t, with the resulting words saved in a list called f req. For each topic t, we then attach the
words that do not appear in topic t from f req list that is saved in Wv . After adding the highest
frequency words Wv to topic t, we expand the query and return the results such that for a given
document s from the primary stream S1 , if we can find any l LDA, DEC, and highest frequency
words in the document s, then we add document s into query result qt .Finally, the aggregated query
results Q for all topics are returned by the end of the procedure.
Table 4.4: 10 Highest number of occurrences words of the two words ”curfew” and ”looting”
Highest Word Frequency for ”curfew”
militari
impos
nationwid
overnight
hour
violat
began
mandatori
citywid
citi

Highest Word Frequency for ”looting”
secur
destruct
extens
sporad
systemat
store
riot
violenc
widespread
vandal
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Algorithm 4 Query expansion using LDA words, DEC words, and Co-occurrence frequency
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

Inputs
Q, Query result for all topics
S1 , Primary tweet stream
T , A set of topics result from LDA
w, Time interval
D, DEC words for time interval w
d, Number of top-ranked DEC words to return
F , External bi-grams dictionary
j, Number of nearest neighbor words to return for a specific word
end Inputs
procedure Proactive Co-occurrence(T ,F ,w,S1 ,d,D,j)
Q ← ∅ 
Wf ←
for t in T do
. for each topic t return the query result associated with it
DECw ←DEC(w,t,d, D) . return d top-ranked DEC words that do not appear in the
top LDA words of topic t for time interval w
t ← t ∪ DECw
. attach top d DEC words to the topic t
qt ← ∅
. initialize query result associated with topic t
for wt in t do
. for each word wt in t return j highest frequency words
freq ← highestFreq(F ,wt ,j) . return j highest frequency words to the word wt that
do not appear in the LDA and DEC words of topic t for time interval w
for newW ord in freq do
if newW ord not in t then
. for each highest frequency word check if it are
already in t
Wv ← Wv ∪ newW ord
end if
end for
end for
t ← t ∪ Wv
. attach highest frequency words to t
for s in S1 do
. for each tweet s in S1 check if the tweet has the LDA, DEC, and
highest frequency words
cnt=0 . count the number of LDA, DEC, and highest frequency words in the tweets
s
for v in t do
. for each word in the topic t check if the word v in the tweet s
if v in s then
cnt+=1 . increase the number of of LDA DEC and nearest neighbor words in
tweets s
if cnt ≥ l then . if cnt ≥ the length of the query l, add the tweet s to the qt
qt ← qt ∪ s
. add the tweet s to the query result qt
end if
end if
end for
end for
Q ← Q ∪ qt
end for
return Q
end procedure
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4.4

Evaluation
In this section, we will give an overview of the evaluation of our query expansion methods.

First, we describe the data that we use to detect the emergent topics and expand the query. Second,
we give a detailed description of the evaluation of our query expansion methods.

Data Description
We use Twitter data collected for one specific public safety event: the 2015 Baltimore
protests in response to the death of a Baltimore resident Freddie Gray. The death of Gray caused
a series of protests and violence, which led to a whole city curfew on the evening of April 28th. We
purchased archived tweets from Gnip, a company that provides access to the full archive of public
Twitter data. We used broad search words to collect tweets in order to create a noisy data stream that
covers tweets related to the Baltimore events as well as unrelated events.Our data set was collected
with the following search words: joseph kent, freddie gray, eric garner, ferguson, curfew, police, riot,
protests, loot, looting, #purge, #baltimore, #baltimoreriots, #baltimoreuprising, #freddiegray,
#josephkent, #blacklivesmatter, #onebaltimore, rioter, charge, charged, murder, homicide, mosby,
corporal, #mayday, justice, #blackspring, #freddiegray’s, cops, unjustified, spinal, broken spine,
arrested, thugs, thug, #marilynmosby, #wakeupamerica, freddie, racist, racism, #baltimoreprotest,
propaganda, officers, knife. A logical OR expression was used to filter the words, i.e., for example,
by keeping the term Baltimore, we obtained all tweets related to the city, and not necessary to
the event [22]. The Tweet data is preprocessed before applying any query expansion methods; we
removed the stop words, URLs, numbers, and all non-English tweets. Our data set comprises 20.5
million tweets covering fifteen days from April 17th to May 3rd, 2015. Because of its noisy nature,
the stream is ideal to evaluate our method’s ability to detect emergent topics and expand the query.
For our external source, we decided to use an archival news article published one year before
the Baltimore events in order to predict the occurrence of relevant words that have not appeared
in the stream yet. Using an archival external source allows our system to search for old words that
related to a static query to augment it with correlated information to predict future events or topics.
We chose New York Times (NYT) and CNN as our source of external data because these sources
have a public API that can be used to crawl the archived news articles. We obtained 30,456 articles
from NYT and 14,145 from CNN.
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Evaluation
How good is our proposed query expansion method in expanding queries and predicting
future topics? In this section, we answer this question by conducting two types of experiments to
evaluate our methods using Twitter data from the 2015 Baltimore protests. For both experiments,
we simulate real-time stream processing by constructing a primary stream from the full data. This
primary stream consists of all tweets that contain the word “police”, a total of 5.1 million tweets.
We divide this primary stream into 15-minute time intervals, which we call “windows”. On each
window, we use the DEC metric to determine during which windows an emergent event occurred.
More precisely, we calculate the Jaccard similarity (Js ) between the top 200 DEC words between
the current window and the 3-previous windows. If this similarity is less than or equal to 15%, we
assume that an emergent event has occurred. We chose low Jaccard similarity because it indicates
we have found relatively unique set of emergent words and these words have not appeared in the
stream yet. Using this metric, the primary stream resulted in 373 windows with emergent events
out of the 1573 windows. Then LDA was used to extract a set of 5 topics in the targeted time
window (intervals have emergent events). Then, we use the top 20 words from each topic to form
the top-ranked words.
In order to relate our results to reality, we identified three key events from timelines published
by news outlets [94] to pick some time intervals to use in our experiments. Therefore, in addition
to the first-time interval triggered by our algorithm (time interval 16), we used the time intervals
155, 781, and 1065 based on the events that happened in Baltimore. Time interval 155 at 7:00 am,
April 19, captures the tweets about the death of Freddie Gray. Time interval 781 on April 25, has
the tweets about looting, violence, and protest. Time interval 1065 at 10:00 pm on April 28, has the
Baltimore curfew tweets. Each experiment is applied at these time intervals. The two experiments
are explained in the following subsections:

Experiment 1: Quantity and Quality of Retrieved Data
Experiment 1 compares the performance of our proactive query expansion methods proactive
VS and proactive CO with respect to the reference methods static and emergent using streaming
data quality indicators for a certain time interval. Each method returns a set of tweets called query
result (Q). The following quality indicators metrics are:
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Volume (measured by tweet count): This metric finds the total number of tweets matching
a specific query condition from a certain time interval to the end of the primary stream.
Relevance (measured by hashtag count): This metric finds the total number of hashtags in
the tweets matching a specific query condition from a certain time interval to the end of the primary
stream.
Conciseness (measured through hashtags clustering): This metric clusters the tweets matching a specific query condition from a certain time interval to the end of the stream. In order to
determine how concise the stream is, we use the hashtags to check if the query results return similar
hashtags based on the number of clusters needs to cluster them. We find the number of clusters
using k-means [95]. K-means is used to cluster the query results for each method such that: the data
points are the set of tweets, and the features of the cluster are the hashtags. The lower the optimal
number of clusters, the more concise and specific the stream is. To find the optimal number of clusters (k), we used the elbow method [96, 97]. Where the optimal number of clusters is represented in
a graph as is an inflection point (elbow) using the average distortion score. The distortion score is
the sum of squared differences of each point to its assigned center. In this experiment, the distortion
score is computed from k = 2 to k = 15 clusters. Fig. 4.2 shows the graphical representation of the
elbow test, the inflection point or the elbow in this test is 8 which is the optimal number of clusters.
The higher the tweets count and hashtag count, the better and more relevant result is and
the lower number of clusters, the more concise and specific the result is.

Experiment 2: Predictive Power of Retrieved Data
Experiment 2 tests the effectiveness of our proposed methods to predict future emerging
events or to predict the conversations from previous time intervals using a different set of hashtags.
For example, we know that in time interval x + n there was a curfew. Are our methods able to
predict the curfew from time interval x which is related to protests? Will the protest lead to curfew?
We picked and used a different set of hashtags matching the events that happened in Baltimore to
determine if our methods can predict them from previous time intervals. The question here is which
hashtag to use and how to validate? We used two categories of hashtags, the highest frequency
hashtag, and the lowest frequency hashtags. In this experiment, we used a different set of hashtags
that are related to some events that happened in Baltimore in response to the death of Freddie
Gray. And for the validation, we used precision as an indicator of the effectiveness of our methods in
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Figure 4.2: Elbow Method
predicting events. The precision is defined as the count of a certain hashtag from the query results
divided by the total number of the same hashtag from the start of a certain time interval to the end
of the stream.

4.5

Results
This section compare the results of the four methods based on volume, relevance, and

conciseness which we defined above.

Experiment 1
In this experiment, we compared the performance of proactive VS and proactive CO with
respect to the reference methods static and emergent using streaming data quality indicators; tweet
count, hashtag count, and hashtag clustering, for different time intervals (16, 155, 781, and 1065).
In terms of volume (i.e, tweet count), figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show the number of
tweets for the query results per five topics using the four methods at time intervals 16, 155, 781, and
1065, respectively. For all time intervals, we found that proactive VS and proactive CO significantly
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outperform emergent and static methods. In other words, proactive VS and proactive CO can return
more tweets than the others per each topic, which means adding new words from external sources
covers more data. For instance, at time interval 16 under the topic (T0), proactive VS and proactive
CO returned 3.65 and 5.88 times more tweets than static, respectively. Also, proactive CO returns
more tweets than any other method which proves its efficiency.
In Figure. 4.4, it can be seen that topics two and four covers more tweets than other topics
per all methods at time interval 155. It indicates that there is an important event that happened at
this time interval. To further investigate why these two topics have the highest number of tweets,
we looked at the LDA words for these topics (T2, and T4). As a result, the LDA words included:
Freddie Gray, died, killed, black, arrested, beaten, and officer. These words were the majority of the
tweets in our stream at that time.

Figure 4.3: Tweet Count Over Time interval 16 of Query Results

In terms of relevance (i.e, hashtag count), figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show the number
of hashtags for the query result associated with each of the five topics and generated using the four
methods for all time intervals. As we expected, a higher number of hashtags is associated with
proactive VS and proactive CO comparing with static and emergent methods.
In term of conciseness (i.e, quality of hashtag clustering), figures4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 show
the optimal number of clusters k for the query result using the k-means elbow method per each
of the five topics per each of the four methods for all time intervals. For all topics and all-time
intervals, proactive VS and proactive CO return more concise tweets, despite the fact they return
more tweets than other methods.
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Figure 4.4: Tweet Count Over Time interval 155 of Query Results

Figure 4.5: Tweet Count Over Time interval 781 of Query Results
For example, In Figure.4.11 for topic 0 at time interval 16, we can cluster the tweets using
6 and 5 clusters using proactive VS and proactive CO respectively, while we need 10 and 8 clusters
to cluster them using static and emergent respectively.

Experiment 2
In this experiment we test the effectiveness of our proposed methods to predict future
emerging events or to predict the conversations from previous time intervals using the precision of
a different set of hashtags. For example, if we are interested in predicting the events that might
happen as a result of the death of Frediy Gray. Let us assume that we use the time interval x which
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Figure 4.6: Tweet Count Over Time interval 1065 of Query Results
has the tweets about this event (death of Frediy Gray) to return the query results (set of tweets)
that satisfies the expanded query for that interval, and we will use hashtags from time interval x + n
that has tweets about the events happened based on his death. To predict the events that happened
in time interval x + n from time interval x, we picked a random set of hashtags consists of the
highest and lowest frequency hashtags from time interval x + n such as ‘#protest’ to check if the
query results from time interval x contain these hashtags using the precision. We define precision as
a fraction of the relevant hashtags. For example, the precision to predict #protest that appears in
time interval x + n from time interval x is the count of the hashtag “#protest” in the query results
at time interval x divided by the count of the hashtag “#protest” from the start of the time interval
x to the end of primary stream. If the precision is near or equal to one indicates the effectiveness of
the method to predict future events as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 represents the results of the
four query expansion methods in predicting the events that happened in time interval 781 from time
interval 155 using highest and lowest hashtags. It is noticed that the precision of our proactive VS
and proactive CO is higher than other methods static and emergent for all the topics. For example,
as shown in Figure.4.15 (d), proactive CO predicts the topics about the future event ”protest” that
appears in topics 1, 2, and 4 which indicates its effectiveness. Additionally, we can say proactive
VS and proactive CO can target all the events that appear in streaming data even if it has a few
hashtags that describe it. For instance, hashtag “#health” appears 12 times compared to hashtag
“#baltimore” that appears 1207 in the time interval 781, however, our methods were able to capture
the topics that have these events as appear in 4.16 (a).
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Figure 4.7: Hashtag Count Over Time interval 16 of Query Results
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 present the precision for predicting the events that happened in the
time interval 1065 from the time interval 781 using the highest and lowest frequency hashtags. We
find that our proactive query expansion methods have the same trend as those observed in the two
Figures 4.17 and 4.18.

4.6

Conclusion
This study proposed a novel approach for expanding queries called the proactive query

expansion method. This new method depends on adding novel words to the search query from an
external data source, where the words are chosen using either nearest neighbor words or highest
frequency words to each word that appears in the five LDA topics and DEC words. Two major
experiments were performed: (1) we compared the performance of our proposed query expansion
methods: Proactive VS and Proactive CO (query expansion using LDA, DEC, and external data)
with the reference methods (Static: query expansion using LDA) and Emergent (query expansion
using LDA and DEC). The performance of the proposed approach is quantified by quality indicators
of the streaming data which are the tweet count, hashtag count, and hashtag clustering. (2) We
tested the effectiveness of our proposed methods to predict future emerging events or to predict
the conversations from previous time intervals using a different set of hashtags. Our experiment
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Figure 4.8: Hashtag Count Over Time interval 155 of Query Results
performed on 20.5 million tweets (primary stream) covers fifteen days from April 17–May 3, 2015.
For our external source, the external data (secondary stream), we collected news from CNN and New
York Times which covers one year before the event happened (2014). Generally, the proactive query
expansion methods (Proactive VS and Proactive CO) improve the performance of the information
retrieval and achieve higher performance compared with Static and Emergent. Additionally, the
experiments indicate that our approach can enhance the quality of the results for all the topics.
Besides, our proposed methods are more concise comparing to Static and Emergent. Finally, the
proposed methods play a key role in enhancing the performance of the search query, which means
providing the user with more relative and concise results of interest.
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Figure 4.9: Hashtag Count Over Time interval 781 of Query Results

Figure 4.10: Hashtag Count Over Time interval 1065 of Query Results
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Figure 4.11: Optimal Number of Clusters Over Time interval 16 of Query Results

Figure 4.12: Optimal Number of Clusters Over Time interval 155 of Query Results
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Figure 4.13: Optimal Number of Clusters Over Time interval 781 of Query Results

Figure 4.14: Optimal Number of Clusters Over Time interval 1065 of Query Results
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(a) baltimore

(b) baltimoreprotest

(c) blacklivesmatter

(d) protest

Figure 4.15: Prediction the events that happened in time interval 781 from time interval 155 using
the highest frequency hashtags

(a) health

(b) prayforbaltimore

(c) murder

(d) racism

Figure 4.16: Prediction the events that happened in time interval 781 from time interval 155 using
the lowest frequency hashtags
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(a) baltimoreuprising

(b) curfew

(c) baltimorecurfew

(d) breaking

Figure 4.17: Prediction the events that happened in time interval 1065 from time interval 781 using
the highest frequency hashtags

(a) peace

(b) shutdownpalace

(c) peaceinbaltimore

(d) policelivesmatter

Figure 4.18: Prediction the events that happened in time interval 1065 from interval 781 using the
lowest frequency hashtags
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Chapter 5

Lost in translation: Estimating
multi-lingual linguistic context
This study evaluates the use of topic modeling with machine translation for analyzing topic
similarity across two different languages using tweets surrounding the 2020 COVID-19 public health
crisis as a case study. We use topic modeling through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to generate
different topics for English and Arabic tweets. Two methods for identifying common-language topics
are used with a translation happening at different step in each method (full-text topic modeling,
term-based topic modeling). First, we use a state-of-the art translation service to translate the entire
text from one language to another, then run LDA on the translated text. We call this method full-text
topic modeling. Second, we run LDA on the text before translation, then use a translation service
to translate the LDA words from one language to another. We call this method term-based topic
modeling. We compute semantic similarity using a low-dimensional representation of words to find
similarities between topics in different languages. The performance, cost, and the execution time of
the translation process are examined. The similarity between tweets in English and Arabic languages
is compared. The results of Google translation services using the two methods are compared. First,
the results indicate that the term-based topic modeling approach is more cost-efficient than the fulltext topic modeling approach and still have comparable results in finding similar topics. Second, the
computational time to translate the terms is significantly lower than that of the full text translation.
It is concluded that the cost-effectiveness makes the term-based topic modeling a valuable addition
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to multilingual text analysis.

5.1

Motivation
As the size and scope of multilingual data grow, automated text analysis becomes necessary

to allow policymakers in governmental and health system to make risk decisions and policies to
respond to public health crises, natural disasters, and political or social movements. Analyzing large
corpora of multi-lingual texts is challenging. Without effective automated text analysis methods,
the multilingual text typically introduces significant challenges (e.g., hiring people with language
skills) to the analysis process, which makes it extremely complex and costly [37]. Twitter data is
one of the high-velocity data used to spread the news and other information, so questions arise
about how the information contained in Twitter differs from one language to another. To answer
this question, our research focuses on analyzing multilingual topics for two languages (English and
Arabic) during the COVID-19 pandemic within three months using tweets collected in the same way
and filtered using the same keywords. However, analyzing multilingual text across different countries
where people speak different languages requires a translation technique to convert the text from one
language to another. Typically, translation API (e.g., Google Translation API, DeepL, etc.) is
applied to translate all text to English before applying any data analysis [38]. However, these APIs
are not free, which requires considering costs as factors that affect the translation process. This
thesis utilizes topic models with Google translation API and compares two translation methods.
One translates the full-text and the other translates terms. The discussion leads to three questions:
Which translation method should we use? Do we get lost in translation by converting text from
one language to another? Which translation method is more effective in terms of cost and time?
This thesis makes a step towards answering these questions by conducting an experiment to analyze
the similarity between multilingual topics in Arabic and English tweets. We compare topics in
English and Arabic tweets surrounding the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic using tweets collected in the
same way and filtered using the same keywords. We use a probabilistic topic model to identify and
extract the key topics of Twitter’s discussion in Arabic and English tweets. We use two methods
to analyze the similarity between multilingual topics. The first method (full-text topic modeling
approach) translates all text to English and then runs topic modeling to find similar topics. The
second method (term-based topic modeling approach) runs topic modeling on text before translation
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then translates the top keywords to find similar topics. We do our experiments using a multilingual
COVID-19 Twitter dataset called GeoCoV19, which has 524, 353, 432 tweets posted over 90 days
since February 1, 2020 [98]. The dataset contains only the IDs of the tweets. Twarc API is a
commonly-used tool to collect tweets [99]. It is utilized to collect the tweet’s text from the available
tweet’s ID. The Google Translate API [100, 101] is used to translate from one language to another. In
addition, we use well-known Python packages for text stemming and cleaning for English tweets. We
use a set of available methods for preprocessing Arabic tweets such as Farasa [102]. Results indicate
that the term-based topic modeling approach can reduce the cost compared to the full-text topic
modeling approach and still have comparable results in finding similar topics. The computational
time to translate the terms is significantly lower than that of the full text translation.

5.2

Algorithm
This thesis utilizes topic modeling through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and a machine

translation API to introduce two methods, full-text topic modeling, and term-based topic modeling.
We analyze the similarity between topics in two languages (English and Arabic) during the COVID19 pandemic and compare the two methods. In the full-text topic modeling, we translate the entire
Arabic text (the full set of tweets) to English then run LDA to generate a set of topics, each of
which has x top-ranked LDA words. For the term-based topic modeling, we run LDA on the Arabic
text, and then use a translation service to translate the Arabic topics into English (the x top words
in each topic). The LDA is also used to generate a set of topics for English text. We use the topics
from English text and topics from Arabic text after translation either by full-text or term-based
to compare the similarity between the two languages. We study semantic similarity using a lowdimensional representation of words in vector space precomputed using word2vec skip-gram model
[77] to find similarities between topics. This representation is also known as distributed numerical
representations of word features. This approach maps semantically similar words together in a
vector space. Many syntactic and semantic relationships between words can be defined using simple
algebraic operations on the word vectors.
The flowchart of the two methods is presented in Fig. 5.1. The two methods consist of six
main steps: 1) Filter Text, 2) Text Prepossessing, 3) Machine Translation, 4) Topic Modeling, 5)
Machine Translation of Terms, and 6) Topics Comparison. These steps are explained in the following
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Figure 5.1: Simplified illustration of the two methods
Step 1.

Filter the multilingual text based on language to English and Arabic texts

Step 2.

Use Google translation API to translate Arabic text to English.

Step 3.

Preprocess text in each language.

Step 4.

Use LDA to extract topics in English tweets, translated tweets, and Arabic tweets.

Step 5.

Use Google translation API to translate Arabic LDA topics to English.

Step 6.

Use semantic cosine similarity to compare the similarity between topics in the two
languages using the full-text and term-based modeling techniques.

subsections.

Data Filtering
For our study, we use a multilingual COVID-19 Twitter dataset called GeoCoV19, which
has hundreds of millions of tweets posted over 90 days from February 1, 2020, until May 1, 2020,
using hundreds of multilingual hashtags and keywords [98]. The dataset contains only the ID of the
tweets. Twarc API is a widely used tool to collect tweets [99], it is utilized to collect the tweet’s
text from the available tweet’s ID. After collecting all the tweets, We filter them based on the
language to return English and Arabic tweets. We use the Arabic language because it is one of the
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most frequently used languages in Twitter with a still growing representation [103] and the official
language for 22 countries.

Machine Translation
We use Google Translation API (Application Programming Interface) [100, 101] to translate
text from one language to another. In the full-text topic modeling approach, we translate all the
Arabic text to English using Python by passing the Arabic texts to the API after importing the
translate service from google.cloud in a Python script. We choose Google Translation API because of
its translation quality which is much better than other online translation services [104]. Also, Google
Translation API does not have any restriction on the text length while DeepL’s API has [37]. To
use Google translation API, we create an account and purchase the translation service from Google.
The cost of using Google translation API is US $20 per 1 million characters. The estimated cost to
translate 5.1 million Arabic tweets, which has 970,801,329 characters, is US $19,420, so we decided
to translate one entire month. We chose March because it has the highest number of tweets. Many
emergent events happened during the month (e.g., Trump declares COVID-19 a national emergency,
travel ban on Non-US citizens traveling from Europe goes into effect, World Health Organization
declared the coronavirus a global pandemic).
Accordingly, the Arabic Tweet:
’ 304

 ¯ñË@ð H. AÓ Ë @ 14 ñm' áË@ YK Ym.Ì '@ AKðPñ» ð Q¯ á« HAJ
 KAkB @ Qk@’
HAJ

is translated like this:
’The latest statistics about the new Corona virus China have about 14 thousand infected
and 304 deaths’

Text Preprocessing
Text preprocessing is an essential step in text mining. Removing words that can negatively
impact the quality of prediction algorithms or are not informative enough is a crucial storage-saving
technique in text indexing and results in improved computational efficiency [105]. In our analysis,
we have English and Arabic text, and both of them need to preprocess to eliminate the noise.
We used Arabic text in two forms: the raw Arabic text without translation (Arabic Text) and
translated Arabic text to English (Translated Arabic Text). Both English text and the Translated
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Arabic Text have the same preprocessing steps: tokenizing the text, then converting the words to
lower case, removing the special characters, punctuation, emojis, URLs, and stemming the words.
For Arabic Text: The raw Arabic text has been tokenized, white spaces, punctuation marks, special
characters, emojis, and URLs have been removed. We use a set of available methods for preprocessing
Arabic text such as Farasa [102] for normalizing Arabic characters, removing diacritics, removing
punctuations, and removing repeating characters

Topic Modeling
To evaluate the usefulness and efficiency of the two methods (full text topic modeling and
term-based topic modeling), we estimated topic modeling on English text, Translated Arabic Text,
and Arabic Text separately using the LDA model [27]. LDA is a generative probabilistic model,
used for extracting latent topics from a large set of documents. The LDA uses a three-level Bayesian
model to fit the generative process, it represents documents as random mixtures over latent topics
and represents each topic as a distribution over words [27]. To run the LDA model we need to set
a few parameters one of them is the number of topics. The number of topics (k) must be known
and fixed before running the LDA and any probabilistic topic modeling methods [106]. We kept
the parameters identical in all the models that we run on the English text, Translated Arabic Text,
and Arabic Text. The number of topics was kept constant. In our experiments, We chose different
values for the number of topics to compare the models such that we selected a range of k between
5 to 20 in an increment of 5.

Machine Translation of Terms
As we mentioned before, we use Google Translation API to translate text from one language
to another. In the term-based topic modeling approach, we translate the top-ranked words in each
topic to English. Translating a few words from one language to another has apparent advantages
over translating the full-text, which requires less cost in terms of money and translation time.

Topics Comparison
We aim to compare topics estimated from the English text to topics estimated in the Arabic
text using the two methods. Typically, perplexity is a measure used to evaluate the quality of topic
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models estimated on the same dataset [107]. However, perplexity is not applicable in our comparison
since we need to compare the similarity of two models estimated on two different datasets. We
instead use a metric that captures the semantic similarity between two topic models. We compare
the top-ranked words in different topics using the semantic cosine similarity. We have all the topics
in English text, Translated Arabic Text, and Arabic Text to this stage. The topics are a set of
vocabulary sorted based on their probability distribution in a document. We use the x top-ranked
words in each topic, where the typical x value ranges from 5 to 20. Table 5.1 provides an example of
the top 20 words for the first LDA topic estimated on the English text, Translated Arabic Text, and
Arabic Text. We can say both languages have similar tweets if they produce topics similar to each
other based on the semantic cosine similarity between topics. For the term-based topic modeling
to be a valuable addition to multilingual text analysis, the similarity between its topics and the
English topics should be the same as the similarity between the topics estimated using full-text topic
modeling. The question here is how we can find the similarity between these topics? To answer this
question, we use a metric that captures the semantic similarity between two topics. We compare the
top-ranked words in different topics using semantic cosine similarity. [108, 17] suggested a procedure
that uses Sørensen–Dice coefficient to evaluate topic meaning similarity. [108, 17] compare the topranked words of two topics and judge their similarity in terms of the words they include. However,
using the Dice coefficient means that the topic similarity is measured by finding the overlap between
two keyword lists (two topics), which does not consider any semantic similarity between words. We
modify the procedure in [108, 17] by using the semantic cosine similarity instead of Dice coefficient.
We use the notion of a low dimensional vector representation of the words using the word2vec model
[77]. The word2vec maps words into a low-dimensional space revealing non-trivial context-based
relationships between them. This results that the semantically similar words are mapped together
in a vector space. This representation is also known as distributed numerical representations of word
features. To find the topic similarity, first, the word2vec skip-gram model is utilized to construct
a n-dimensional representation of each word in the whole datasets (English and Translated English
Text), i.e., each embedded word, or token is represented as a vector emb(t) = (t1,t2,t3,...,tn). Then,
we use cosine similarity to find similar topics. To find the similarity between two topics, we greedily
match words to each other based on the maximum cosine similarity. More precisely, for two equallysized sets of topics, we first match the word pair with the maximum cosine similarity, then repeat
this process with the unassigned words until all words are matched. Our measure of topic similarity
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is then the average cosine similarity of overall selected words pairs. For example, let A denote the
word embedding of a set of x top words (w1 ,w2 ,..wx ) from a topic estimated from English text, and
let B (v1 ,v2 ,v3 ..vx ) denote the word embedding of a set of x top words estimated from Arabic text.
The cosine similarity between two words (embedding words) is the cosine of the angle between two
vectors, such that the cosine similarity between two vectors w1 and v1 is,

cos(w1, v1) =

w1 · v1
||w1|| · ||B||

(5.1)

In this example, we will find the cosine similarity between each pair of embedding words in the
two topics, eliminate the words with the maximum cosine similarity, and then repeat the process to
match all the pairs. The cosine similarity of the two topics is the average of the maximum cosine
similarities between words in the two topics. To this stage, we will find the similarity between all
the topics pairs. To find the similarity between topics from different languages, we assign each topic
from one language to a topic from another language. It is a matching problem. We here follow an
approach suggested in [109, 108] for this particular case.
Table 5.1: Presents top words for the First topic estimated on the tweets for the first week of March
using English tweets, full-text modeling approach, and Term-based modeling approach
English
coronaviru
cancel
due
fear
amp
concern
start
outbreak
ha
toilet
paper
amid
event
game
life
confer
market
god
know

Full-text modeling approach
thi
coronaviru
wa
time
one
diseas
ha
way
say
day
thousand
vaccin
year
becaus
know
see
use
region
okaz
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Term-based modeling approach
corona
covid
health
viru
ministri
coronaviru
global
protect
organis
new
moham
releas
son
covid
viru
protect
muzzl
educ
prevent

5.3

Validation experiments and results
We conduct our experiments in two parts: first, we compare the two methods based on

the topic similarity in reference to the English tweets such that we compare the similarity between
the topics estimated on English tweets with the topics estimated on Translated Arabic Text using
the full-text topic modeling and the similarity between the topics estimated on English tweets with
the topics estimated on Arabic Text using term-based topic modeling. Second, we use the costeffectiveness and the execution time as a factors of translation to compare the full-text and the
term-based topic modeling approach. For both approaches, we use the tweets from March 2020 to
conduct our experiments. We split the month into 4 weeks to evaluate the similarity between the
two languages in different time intervals. In the full-text topic modeling approach, we translated all
the tweets for March, and then we applied the LDA model on each week for both English tweets
and the Translated Arabic Text. Then, We evaluate the LDA topics estimated from the English
tweets in terms of their cosine similarity with the topics estimated from the Translated Arabic Text.
For the term-based topic modeling approach, we apply the LDA model on each week of Arabic
tweets (Arabic Text), then we translate the topics in each week. Then, We evaluate the LDA topics
estimated from the English tweets in terms of their cosine similarity with the topics estimated from
the Arabic Text.
Figures 5.2-5.5 show the average cosine similarity for each LDA model using different values
of number of topics for the four weeks using the full-text modeling approach and the term-based
modeling approach. As appear in Figure 5.2, the average cosine similarity range from 0.69 (using
20 topics) to 0.72 (using 5 topics) using the full-text modeling approach for the first week of March.
In terms of topic similarity, the average cosine similarity of the matched topic pair between the two
languages is larger than 50% in all the 5 models which means that both languages cover the same
topics. Using the term-based topic modeling approach, the average cosine similarity range from 0.67
(using 20 topics) to 0.68 (using 5 topics) for the same week. Also, the average cosine similarity of the
matched topic pair between the two languages is larger than 50% in all the 5 models which means
that both languages cover the same topics. By looking at the similarity of the two methods we
notice that the term-based approach has comparable results to the full-text approach which make it
an efficient approach in translation. For further investigation, we look at the topics pair between the
two languages using the two approaches. Table 5.2 is the pair that has the highest cosine similarity
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Figure 5.2: Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Translated Arabic Text using full-text
topic modeling and Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Arabic Text using term-based
topic modeling on the first week of March
(0.7956) between English tweets and the Translated Arabic tweets for the first week of March. The
pair has around 80% cosine similarity which means both topics are similar to each other. Table 5.3 is
the pair that has the highest cosine similarity (0.763) between English tweets and the Arabic tweets
for the first week of March using term-based topic modeling. The same as the full-text modeling
approach this pair has 76% cosine similarity which indicated that both languages covers the same
topic. Figures 5.3-5.5 show the same trend as we observed in Figure5.3.
Since we are talking about the semantic cosine similarity we also plot the word embedding
for the matched pair from English and Arabic tweets using full-text modeling approach that has the
highest cosine similarity. Fig. 5.6, visualize the embedding using the 2D PCA dimensionality reduction from the initial 100-dimensional embedding space. In this example, the corpus of documents
contains tweets from English and Translated Arabic Text. The figure illustrates the two-dimensional
visualization of the pairs of topic that has the highest cosine similarity for the first week of March.
As we can see from this figure the word embedding of the words in the matched pair are in the top
of each other or very close to each other which indicated that there is a high semantic similarity
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Figure 5.3: Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Translated Arabic Text using full-text
topic modeling and Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Arabic Text using term-based
topic modeling on the second week of March
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Figure 5.4: Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Translated Arabic Text using full text
topic modeling and Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Arabic Text using term-based
topic modeling on the third week of March
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Figure 5.5: Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Translated Arabic Text using full text
topic modeling and Maximum Cosine Similarity between English and Arabic Text using term-based
topic modeling on the fourth week of March
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Table 5.2: Presents top words for the first topic estimated on the tweets for the first week of March
using English tweets and full-text modeling approach
English
ha
coronaviru
whi
becaus
peopl
one
amp
thi
like
flu
realli
go
know
would
viru
get
wa
die
onli
think

Full-text modeling approach
ha
coronaviru
becaus
vaccin
see
okaz
day
diseas
thousand
one
use
thi
time
region
know
period
way
wa
say
year

between theses two topics.
Figures. 5.7-5.9 illustrate the two-dimensional visualization of the pairs of topic that has
the highest cosine similarity using the full-text topic modeling approach for the second, third and
fourth weeks of March respectively. Figure 5.9 illustrates the topic that has the highest cosine
similarity for the fourth week of March and this topic has 0.85 similarity which is the highest cosine
similarity among all the weeks. For more investigation we look at the words of the matched topics:
As it appear in table. 5.4 we can see that we have 8 words in overlap and most of the other words
are semantically similar like the words ’coronaviru’ and ’covid’, ’pandem’ and ’epidem’, and ’us’ and
’america’ which give an evidence that the semantic cosine similarity is much better than the Dice
coefficient that only consider the overlap between words.
Figures. 5.10-5.13 illustrate the two-dimensional visualization of the pairs of topic that has
the highest cosine similarity using the term-based topic modeling approach for the first, second,
third and fourth weeks of March respectively.
In terms of the cost we found that the total amount of money for translating a full month
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Figure 5.6: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity between
English tweets and Arabic tweets using full-text topic modeling for the first week of March. The
top 20 LDA words for the first topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA words for
the first topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.7: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity between
English tweets and Arabic tweets using full-text topic modeling for the second week of March. The
top 20 LDA words for the topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA words for the
topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.8: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity between
English tweets and Arabic tweets using full-text topic modeling for the third week of March. The
top 20 LDA words for the topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA words for the
topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.9: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity between
English tweets and Arabic tweets using full-text topic modeling for the fourth week of March. The
top 20 LDA words for the topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA words for the
topic of Arabic tweets marked in red (0.76)
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Figure 5.10: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity
between English tweets and Arabic tweets using term-based topic modeling for the first week of
March. The top 20 LDA words for the first topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA
words for the first topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.11: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity
between English tweets and Arabic tweets using term-based topic modeling for the second week of
March. The top 20 LDA words for the first topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA
words for the first topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.12: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity
between English tweets and Arabic tweets using term-based topic modeling for the third week of
March. The top 20 LDA words for the first topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA
words for the first topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Figure 5.13: PCA-based visualization of the pair of topic that has the highest cosine similarity
between English tweets and Arabic tweets using term-based topic modeling for the fourth week of
March. The top 20 LDA words for the first topic of English tweets marked in blue. The top 20 LDA
words for the first topic of Arabic tweets marked in red
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Table 5.3: Presents top words for the first topic estimated on the tweets for the first week of March
using English tweets and term-based modeling approach
English
case
ha
china
confirm
report
covid
health
news
us
new
number
posit
coronaviru
first
death
infect
updat
spread
test
state

Term-based modeling approach
corona
covid
viru
coronaviru
condit
kuwait
viru
number
new
infect
becaus
china
death
egypt
case
case
healthi
new
scientist
crown

using Google Translation API was US $1392 where we were able to translate the top LDA words for
free using the same API. The Google Translation API allow us to translate up to 500,000 characters
for free per month. For the translation execution time for the full-text approach it takes couple days
to finish the entire translation process while it takes couple of minutes to translate the top LDA
words using the term-based approach. From here we can say that the term-based topic modeling
have a comparable results for the similarity between the two languages and it is more efficient in
terms of cost and execution time than the full-text approach.

5.4

Conclusion
We combine topic modeling with two methods for identifying common-language topics with a

translation happening at different step in each method (full-text topic modeling and term-based topic
modeling) using two languages (English and Arabic). Full-text topic modeling approach translate all
text in Arabic language to English language then run topic modeling on the translated text. Termbased topic modeling approach run topic modeling on the text before translation then translate the
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Table 5.4: Presents top 20 LDA words for the matched pair that has the highest cosine similarity
among all weeks of March using full text modeling approach
English
hi
know
thi
say
would
coronaviru
ha
peopl
china
die
wa
pandem
realdonaldtrump
go
whi
like
trump
us
get
becaus

Full-text modeling approach
year
world
day
thi
know
america
epidem
ha
peopl
china
time
wa
trump
doe
countri
viru
covid
one
human
becaus

top-key words in each Arabic topic to English. After run topic modeling and making the translation
we compare the similarity between English and Arabic topics using semantic similarity where we use
the notion of low dimensional representation of the word in vector space to find the cosine similarity
between topics in two languages. We found that there are similar topics in English and Arabic tweets.
In addition, we find that both methods have the same similarity results which make using the termbased topic modeling approach more efficient in terms of cost and translation execution time. The
performance of the two methods is quantified by the similarity of topics in both languages and the
cost in terms of translation execution time and cost-effectiveness. These methods is validated using
multilingual COVID-19 tweets. For each approach, we apply topic modeling and finding the semantic
cosine similarity between topics in each language. The term-based topic modeling approach generally
achieved comparable performance of the full-text topic modeling in terms of topics similarity. The
term-based topic modeling approach better than full-text topic modeling in terms of cost which
needs less time to translate the text.

Our experiments indicate that the costs of the translation

makes the term-based topic modeling a valuable addition to multilingual text analysis. Finally, the
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proposed approach plays a key role in reducing the cost of the the translation and reducing the
translation execution time.
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